
MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY 1  MAY 2013 
                     

9.00AM           LABOR DAY 2013: Dora The Explorer Special:  Dora Saves The Mermaid (Schoolkids / 

Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Dora and Boots go on exciting underwater adventures to help save the mermaids 
kingdom, travel to the bottom of the ocean and find a hidden treasure chest on Treasure 
Island! 

 

10.00  LABOR DAY 2013: The Secret Of N.I.M.H. (Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Fun, drama and suspense come vividly to life in this enchanting cartoon fantasy, based on 
Robert O'Brien's award-winning tale of a timid mouse who becomes a heroine in spite of 
herself. 

 

11.30  Ben And Holly's Little Kingdom (Eps 45 - 46 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

Set in an enchanted magical kingdom with fairies, elves and insects, Ben & Holly is an 
animated pre-school children's show. Ben is a loveable little elf while his best friend Holly 
is a bossy but loveable fairy princess. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 27 - 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 1 / Debut / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to 
toys and stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals 
that need help and fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever 
the problem, the Doc is always in! 

 

1.00  Banana In Pyjamas Animated Series (Sr 2 / Eps 45 - 46 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

Everyone’s excited when a real live Prince arrives in Cuddlestown but then they discover 
he’s not what he seems.  When Morgan’s toy bunny goes missing it’s time for the Banana 
Detectives to try and track it down. 

 

1.30  Franklin & Friends (Ep 23 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

Franklin joins his familiar friends, Bear, Fox and Rabbit, in Woodland. This CGI-animated 
tale is brighter and richer, bringing new life to the village. Franklin is filled with laughs and 
lessons on growth. 

 

2.00  Everything's Rosie (Eps 45 - 46 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

With an inspiring sense of adventure, Rosie and her friends embark on a journey of 
discovery, embracing everyday challenges, triumphs and disappointments as together 
they learn the meaning of friendship. 

 

2.30  Ben And Holly's Little Kingdom (Eps 45 - 46 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

Set in an enchanted magical kingdom with fairies, elves and insects, Ben & Holly is an 
animated pre-school children's show. Ben is a loveable little elf while his best friend Holly 
is a bossy but loveable fairy princess. 

 



 

okto  WEDNESDAY 1  MAY 2013 
 

3.00PM oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

  

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

  

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Record Breakers - Singapore Edition (Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 

      

5.00 Arthur (Sr 10 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of an irresistible eight-year-old aardvark 
whose charm is simple. 

 

5.30  Moomin (Sr 1 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Based on the charming Finnish books, Moomin valley lies somewhere in the realm of 
fantasy. But for Moomin, his family and friends, this is an exciting paradise where anything 
can happen. 

 

6.00  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Geronimo, Thea & the gang return for more mystery-solving adventures! 
 
6.30           LABOR DAY 2013: Scooby-Doo! And The Samurai Sword (Schoolkids / Cartoon)  

(卡通片) 

Career slackers Scooby-Doo and Shaggy must put the "chi" in "muchie" to solve the 
ultimate martial-arts mystery! 

 

8.00  Jessie (Yr 1 / Ep 5 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

After a music producer spots Jessie singing a song she wrote, she is over the moon with 
excitement about the possibility that her big break has finally arrived. Meanwhile, Bertram 
enlists Emma to help style him for his social network profile photo in a new episode of 
"Jessie”. 

 

8.30 Dick 'N' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in 
the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
okto WEDNESDAY 1  MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Walking With Lions (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

This documentary takes us to a remote corner of the Zambezi Valley in northern 
Zimbabwe. Here, a spring serves as the only source of water for wild buffalos during the 
harsh eight-month dry season. The spring, however, is a death trap - it is surrounded by a 
pride of lions who prey on the thirsty buffalos. 

 

10.00   a-ok: Singapore Supersized! (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Irfan Kasban from Teater Ekamatra with students from Bedok ITE, will create a supersized 
walk to commemorate Teater Ekamatra's move from old location to the new. With only 3 
days, will they be able to pull it off 

 
10.30   a-ok: Celebrating Youth (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

For the past year, students across Singapore have been waiting for their time to shine. 
Honing their craft in disciplines ranging from choir and dance to Chinese orchestra, 
hundreds of school teams are celebrating their achievements at the biggest event of the 
school calendar - the Singapore Youth Festival. 

 
11.00  a-ok: Takeshi Art Beat (Eps 5 - 6 / Info-ed) (益智节目)   

Takeshi Kitano visits Nobuyoshi Araki.  Araki is a famous photographer whose pictures of 
his own daily life, wife and everyday scenes have exerted an enormous influence on later 
generations of photographers in Japan.   

 
12.00MN         Close 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  THURSDAY 2 MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM           Tractor Tom (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 
9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 

10.00   Banana In Pyjamas Animated Series (Sr 2 / Eps 47 - 48 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

The world's favourite Bananas return in a new animated series!  
 

10.30  Franklin & Friends (Ep 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

Franklin joins his familiar friends, Bear, Fox and Rabbit, in Woodland. This CGI-animated 
tale is brighter and richer, bringing new life to the village. Franklin is filled with laughs and 
lessons on growth. 



 

11.00  Everything's Rosie (Eps 47 - 48 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

With an inspiring sense of adventure, Rosie and her friends embark on a journey of 
discovery, embracing everyday challenges, triumphs and disappointments as together 
they learn the meaning of friendship. 

 

11.30  Ben And Holly's Little Kingdom (Eps 47 - 48 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

Set in an enchanted magical kingdom with fairies, elves and insects, Ben & Holly is an 
animated pre-school children's show. Ben is a loveable little elf while his best friend Holly 
is a bossy but loveable fairy princess. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 29 - 30 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  Banana In Pyjamas Animated Series (Sr 2 / Eps 47 - 48 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

Topsy loves going fast but when she sneaks off with the Bananas’ billy cart, she gets more 
than she’d bargained for.  A little bird keeps waking the Bananas so they have to do 
something about him but what?   

 
okto  THURSDAY 2  MAY 2013 
 

1.30PM Franklin & Friends (Ep 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

Franklin joins his familiar friends, Bear, Fox and Rabbit, in Woodland. This CGI-animated 
tale is brighter and richer, bringing new life to the village. Franklin is filled with laughs and 
lessons on growth. 
 

2.00  Everything's Rosie (Eps 47 - 48 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

With an inspiring sense of adventure, Rosie and her friends embark on a journey of 
discovery, embracing everyday challenges, triumphs and disappointments as together 
they learn the meaning of friendship. 

 

2.30  Ben And Holly's Little Kingdom (Eps 47 - 48 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

Set in an enchanted magical kingdom with fairies, elves and insects, Ben & Holly is an 
animated pre-school children's show. Ben is a loveable little elf while his best friend Holly 
is a bossy but loveable fairy princess. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 14 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

  

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 



This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   

 

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers - Singapore Edition (Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 

 

5.00 Arthur (Sr 11 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of an irresistible eight-year-old aardvark 
whose charm is simple. 

 

5.30  Moomin (Sr 1 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Based on the charming Finnish books, Moomin valley lies somewhere in the realm of 
fantasy. But for Moomin, his family and friends, this is an exciting paradise where anything 
can happen. 

 

okto  THURSDAY 2  MAY 2013 
 

6.00PM Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Geronimo, Thea & the gang return for more mystery-solving adventures! 
 

6.30           The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

The penguins are inspired after witnessing a good deed executed by a zoo patron. So they 
set out to perform their own good deeds penguin’s style. When things don’t work out as 
planned, a domino of bad events requires fixing. 
 

7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 3 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When Phineas and Ferb can’t find Perry they decide to create the Perrytronic 3000, a 
mechanical structure that can assume any form.   

 

7.30  Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

PANDORA assists Van in fighting with IZITEUS.  IZITEUS was smashed. Van's decided to 
participate in Anglabisitus. 
 

8.00  oktOriginal: Me, Myself & Isaac! (Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

Isaac and Aubrey are out with her classmate Ericson who is hitting it off extremely well 
with Isaac. Aubrey is forced to just play along until everything culminates in a crazy 
paintball war arena! Meanwhile, Sporty has accidentally flushed Smarty’s fish down the 
toilet and struggles to confess to his “crime”. 

 

8.30 oktOriginal: Junior Justice (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

Integrity is at stake on Junior Justice and the audience has some tough verdicts to 
consider. Can being honest sometimes be wrong? And when can cheating be considered 
not really cheating? Find out when the audience votes and delivers their verdict on junior 
Justice. 
 

 
okto THURSDAY 2  MAY 2013 



 
9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: True Heroes: Runaway Car / Grizzly Attack (Eps 9 & 10 / Info-ed)  

(益智节目)  

A London cabbie braves speeding highway traffic to rescue a driver who has had a heart 
attack while at the wheel.  When a grizzly bear in Yellowstone National Park attacks a 
hiker, his best friend risks his own life in order to save his injured buddy. 

 

10.00  a-ok: Sicily Unpacked (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

British art historian Andrew Graham-Dixon and Italian chef Giorgio Locatelli take 
viewers on a journey into the heart of Sicily and introduce one another to the things 
they love about the island.  

 
11.00  a-ok: Globe Trekkers: Tokyo City Guide (Sr 10 / Ep 8 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Traveller Ian Wright is in Tokyo. He visits, among others, the Seno-Ji Temple, the nightlife 
districts of Shinjuku and Shibuya, the futuristic Odaiba City, and the biggest wholesale fish 
market in the world. 

 
12.00MN         Close 

 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  FRIDAY 3  MAY 2013 
 
9.00AM           Tractor Tom (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 
9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 
10.00  Banana In Pyjamas Animated Series (Sr 2 / Eps 49 - 50 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

The world's favourite Bananas return in a new animated series!  
 

10.30  Franklin & Friends (Ep 25 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

Franklin joins his familiar friends, Bear, Fox and Rabbit, in Woodland. This CGI-animated 
tale is brighter and richer, bringing new life to the village. Franklin is filled with laughs and 
lessons on growth. 

 

11.00  Everything's Rosie (Eps 49 - 50 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

With an inspiring sense of adventure, Rosie and her friends embark on a journey of 
discovery, embracing everyday challenges, triumphs and disappointments as together 
they learn the meaning of friendship. 

 

11.30  Ben And Holly's Little Kingdom (Eps 49 - 50 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

Set in an enchanted magical kingdom with fairies, elves and insects, Ben & Holly is an 
animated pre-school children's show. Ben is a loveable little elf while his best friend Holly 
is a bossy but loveable fairy princess. 



 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 31 - 32 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  Banana In Pyjamas Animated Series (Sr 2 / Eps 49 - 50 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

The Bananas are rushed off their feet trying to look after all their sick friends.  Everyone in 
Cuddlestown has a collection so the Bananas decide they’ll have one too if only they can 
work out what to collect. 
 

okto  FRIDAY 3  MAY 2013 
 

1.30PM Franklin & Friends (Ep 25 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

Franklin joins his familiar friends, Bear, Fox and Rabbit, in Woodland. This CGI-animated 
tale is brighter and richer, bringing new life to the village. Franklin is filled with laughs and 
lessons on growth. 

 

2.00  Everything's Rosie (Eps 49 - 50 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

With an inspiring sense of adventure, Rosie and her friends embark on a journey of 
discovery, embracing everyday challenges, triumphs and disappointments as together 
they learn the meaning of friendship. 

 

2.30  Ben And Holly's Little Kingdom (Eps 49 - 50 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

Set in an enchanted magical kingdom with fairies, elves and insects, Ben & Holly is an 
animated pre-school children's show. Ben is a loveable little elf while his best friend Holly 
is a bossy but loveable fairy princess. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 15 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   
  

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 
 

5.00 Arthur (Sr 11 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of an irresistible eight-year-old aardvark 
whose charm is simple. 



 

5.30  Moomin (Sr 1 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Based on the charming Finnish books, Moomin valley lies somewhere in the realm of 
fantasy. But for Moomin, his family and friends, this is an exciting paradise where anything 
can happen. 

 

okto  FRIDAY 3  MAY 2013 
 

6.00PM oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr  6 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)  

Ooboo and Booboo discuss the basics of pottery. Back to School student reporters Haikel 
and Gurmit tell you what schools are up to. Nigel and Shye-Anne dish out even more 
trivia, while in The Crystal Ball, Madam Crystal, Vernetta, and Baby Crystal, Jessica bring 
you the latest arts scoop. In the Ring of Fire, the teams go toe to toe in a ballroom dancing 
challenge. 

 
6.30 okto @ The Movies: The Lion King 1 1/2 (Movie / Schoolkids) 

In this all-new comedy-adventure, TIMON the pompous meerkat and PUMBAA the 
bumbling warthog re-tell The Lion King from their perspective! With Timon and 
Pumbaa telling the story, get ready because the circle of life will never be the same! 

 
8.15  Spongebob Squarepants (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  Sandy Squirrel comes down with a case of the blues and SpongeBob is determined  
  to find out why and what he can do about it. 
 

8.30  Backyard Science (Sr 3 / Ep 4 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

This is a show that rips science out of the classroom and hurls it into the real world! It’s 
science BY kids FOR kids, and its science as part of THEIR world. 

 
okto  FRIDAY 3 MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Stalking Leopards (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Filmed in South Africa’s Mala Mala Game Reserve, this documentary chronicles a young 
male leopard’s fight for survival and his place in the community hierarchy. 
 

10.00 a-ok: Agatha Christie's Marple: The Mirror Crack’d From Side To Side (Sr 5 / Ep 2 / 

Drama) (电视剧)  

A troubled Hollywood actress and her director husband move to the picturesque 
countryside of St Mary Mead. But their arrival becomes clouded in tragedy when an ardent 
fan is fatally poisoned during a garden fete. 

 
12.00MN        Close 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  SATURDAY 4 MAY 2013 
 

7.00AM           oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Eps 9 & 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 



Science is mad…fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes 
that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the 
while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'  

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 1 / Eps 9 & 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all 
their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being. 

 

9.00  The Little Prince (Season 2 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince 
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way 
emphasizing educational and environmental themes. 
 

9.30  Gundam AGE (Ep 47 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

As the battle goes on, with casualties piling up on both sides, Kio is forced to confront his 
Vagan friend Deen. Kio manages to subdue Deen but when Deen is killed by Zanald in an 
attempt to shoot him down,  

 

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 15 / Ep 29 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

On their way to the Icirrus City Gym, Ash, Iris, and Cilan decide to spend the night at the 
Pokemon Battle Club in Astilbe Town. There they witness a Double Battle between two 
Trainers: Shamus, with his “Fire Warriors” Heatmor and Emboar, quickly defeats Kylan, 
with his Mienshao and Watchog. 
 

10.30 The Super Hero Squad Show (Yr 1 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

The Infinity Sword, has been shattered in a battle between Iron man and Dr Doom. But 
Doom doesn't give up easily; he'll leave no stone in turned until he recovered every last 
shard. Iron Man snags the best heroes around to beat Doom at his own game. 

 

11.00  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 3 / Ep 29 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When they learn that Nemesis’ revival has begun, Gingka and his friends head for Mexico 
to stop it. Meanwhile Ryuga and Kenta battle, with Ryuga winning. 
 

11.30  Bakugan: Mechtanium Surge (Sr 4 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 

Mag Mel and Razenoid use their newfound powers to unleash a dark moon upon the 
Earth, trapping its citizens in a dark reverse dimension.  Next they dispatch a gang of five 
Dreadeon Titans to various cities across the globe and have them use their high-powered 
lasers to drill through to the Earth’s core. 
 

12.00NN oktOriginal: Me, Myself & Isaac! (Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

Isaac and Aubrey are out with her classmate Ericson who is hitting it off extremely well 
with Isaac. Aubrey is forced to just play along until everything culminates in a crazy 
paintball war arena! Meanwhile, Sporty has accidentally flushed Smarty’s fish down the 
toilet and struggles to confess to his “crime”. 

 
okto  SATURDAY 4  MAY 2013 
 

12.30PM       oktOriginal: Junior Justice (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)  

Integrity is at stake on Junior Justice and the audience has some tough verdicts to 
consider. Can being honest sometimes be wrong? And when can cheating be considered 



not really cheating? Find out when the audience votes and delivers their verdict on junior 
Justice. 
 

1.00  Generator Rex (Eps 17 - 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

From the creators of Ben 10 comes Generator Rex, a  series about a teen with 
extraordinary powers. 

 
2.00  The Adventures Of Merlin (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / R)  

When Morgana begins to fear she might have magic, Merlin puts both their lives at risk to 
get her the help she needs. 
 

3.00  oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Eps 9 & 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

Science is mad…fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes 
that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the 
while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'  

 

4.00  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 1 / Eps 9 & 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all 
their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being. 

 

5.00 Magic Planet (Eps 45 - 46 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

Educational, animated series where grandpa Arthemus brings his grandchildren around 
the world in his magic machine to learn about animals. 

 

5.30 Sherlock Yack (Eps 51 - 52 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Sherlock Yack is the zoo’s manager as well as its detective. As soon as a crime is 
committed, he investigates with his young assistant, Hermione. With her help, he finds 
suspects, clues and proofs. 

   

6.00  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

The original TinTin animated series featuring the classic adventures of the 
globetrotting young journalist, TinTin, and his dog, Snowy. 

 

6.30  Winx Club (Sr 4 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also 
attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding 
transformations. 

 

7.00      Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

As Ash and his friends continue toward Nimbasa City for Ash’s next Unova Gym Badge, 
Bianca challenges Iris to a battle! Iris’s new companion Emolga quickly neutralizes 
Bianca’s Pignite with its powerful Attract, forcing Bianca to send out Minccino. 

 
 

okto  SATURDAY 4 MAY 2013 
 

7.30PM Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Kyoya travels to country named Savannah to take part in a tournament that will allow him 
to attend the Beyblade World Championships if he finishes in the top three.  
 



8.00  The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 1 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Action-packed & humourous animated show about 4 siblings who juggle regular life with 
their exciting undercover spy duties! Frm the creators of the successful Totally Spies 
franchise. 

 

8.30  ThunderCats (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the 
throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions 
in this sharp new telling. 
 
 

okto  SATURDAY 4 MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM oktoLIFE: Bears Of The Last Frontier (Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Ecologist Chris Morgan journeys from a city of bears to a real city, Anchorage. Here black 
bears and people must share the land and wildlife officers walk a fine line between 
wilderness and civilization.  
 

10.00  CENTRESTAGE: Richard Wagner: Der Ring Des Nibelungen (Culture / 2nd Telecast)  
The Stuttgart State Opera, one of Europe’s leading opera houses, perform “The Ring Of 
The Nibelung” by Richard Wagner.  Directed for the stage by Joachim Schlomer. 

 
1.00AM        Close 
  
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto SUNDAY 5 MAY 2013 
 

7.00AM           oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Sr 2 / Eps 1 & 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目)  

‘Saved Or Slimed 2!’ is the returning season of the zany children’s game show! It is fun-
filled, educational and definitely wet! The game show challenges the Mental, Physical & 
Social aspects of the participants.  

 
8.00           oktOriginal: My Classmate Dad (Sr 1 / Eps 9 & 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

My Classmate Dad is a lighthearted drama series about what happens when a 38-year-old 
father gets trapped in the body of his 12-year-old nephew who’s also the classmate of his 
son.   

 

9.00 Master Raindrop (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Master Raindrop follows the journey of martial arts novice Raindrop and his friend Shao 
Yen on their quest to save their Master Yun and ultimately their entire peaceful land - from 
the evil General Bu and his army of terracotta warriors.  
 

9.30 Backkom (Eps 13 - 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  



Backkom the polar bear is selfish and impatient mixed with a dose of bad luck. Not only a 
troublemaker but a trouble finder too! His curiosity drives him to travel around the world, 
learning about us. 
 

10.00  Galaxia (Ep 35 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Lily takes the risk to get into Venus' dream world, where she sees vast stretch of dessert 
created by Venus. She looks for the trace of Venus, but finds Venus dodges her 
intentionally.  

 

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 2 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Join Sendo Aichi, Kai Toshiki and other friends in the exciting card gameknown as 
Cardfight Vanguard! 

 

11.00  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

In an effort to multitask, Ben splits himself into three separate clones, each with different 
personalities, to mixed results. 
 

11.30  Kaijudo: Rise Of The Duel Masters (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

A string of strange robberies proves to be the work of a powerful Light Creature - guided 
by new, bad-tempered bad guy HELLER. The kids’ attempts to thwart the crimes result in 
Ray getting temporarily blinded before figuring out how to win the day. 

 

12.00NN Oscar's Oasis (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Hilarious 3D animated, non-dialogue series in the style of Looney Tunes. Oscar, the lonely 
desert lizard, battles the rigeurs of the desert as well as his un-neighbourly fellow 
inhabitants, from chickens to mischievous meerkats. 
 

 

okto SUNDAY 5 MAY 2013 
 

12.30PM The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Brothers Tony, Marc, Lee, and their sister Megan, return for more undercover spy  
missions for WOOHP - all the while still juggling their daily lives as average 12 year-olds! 

 

1.00  Spirit Warriors (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

Inspired by ancient Chinese myths and legends, the show follows Bo, her sister Jen, and 
fellow schoolmates Vicky, Trix and Martin who discover their destinies as Spirit Warriors. 
 

1.30  Adventurers Masters Of Time (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Four schoolfriends are suddenly whisked back through the ages on a desperate search for 
their missing computer professor by uploading themselves by way of a time continuum 
software! Unfortunately, they haven't made the journey alone. An evil hacker is threatening 
to change world history. 

 
2.00  Artzooka (Eps 19 - 20 / Schoolkids / R) 

Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove 
and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can 
create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more. 

 
3.00  oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Sr 2 / Eps 1 & 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目)  



‘Saved Or Slimed 2!’ is the returning season of the zany children’s game show! It is fun-
filled, educational and definitely wet! The game show challenges the Mental, Physical & 
Social aspects of the participants.  

 
4.00  oktOriginal: My Classmate Dad (Sr 1 / Eps 9 & 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

My Classmate Dad is a lighthearted drama series about what happens when a 38-year-old 
father gets trapped in the body of his 12-year-old nephew who’s also the classmate of his 
son.   

 

5.00  Monkey King (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Animated version of the classic Monkey King tales! 
 

5.30  The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince 
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those  they meet along the way 
emphasizing  educational and environmental themes. 

 

6.00  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

With a little help from detectives Thompson and Thompson, Tintin, Snowy and Captain 
Haddock attempt to bring an international smuggling operation to justice. 

 

6.30 Winx Club (Sr 4 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also 
attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding 
transformations. 

 
 

okto SUNDAY 5 MAY 2013 
 

7.00PM      Junior MasterChef Australia (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

From 5,500 young cooks that auditioned, and with the top 50 whittled down in the first 3 
episodes to the top 12, the twelve Junior Chefs are thrilled to enter the Masterchef Kitchen 
for the very first time.    
 

8.00  The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 1 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Action-packed & humourous animated show about 4 siblings who juggle regular life with 
their exciting undercover spy duties! Frm the creators of the successful Totally Spies 
franchise. 

 

8.30  ThunderCats (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the 
throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions 
in this sharp new telling. 

 

okto SUNDAY 5 MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM           Titanic (Ep 4 / Drama) (电视剧)  

Hugh, Earl of Manton sets out on the maiden voyage of Titanic, the pride of the White Star 
Line. But everything changes after the ship encounters an iceberg and realization dawns 
that the unsinkable Titanic is going down.... 



 

10.00  FILMART: After Shock (Mandarin Movie With English Subtitles) (艺 术 影 院) (PG)  

Aftershock is a 2010 Chinese drama film directed by Feng Xiaogang. It is an epic story of 
a family separated as a result of the Great Tangshan Earthquake of 1976.  
 
 

12.30AM         Close  
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okto MONDAY 6  MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM           Tractor Tom (Eps 27 - 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 
9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 27 - 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 
10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (New Series 2 / Ep 1 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series 
features Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba 
and Zamba learn about the sounds of letter A.  

 

10.30  Franklin & Friends (Ep 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

Franklin joins his familiar friends, Bear, Fox and Rabbit, in Woodland. This CGI-animated 
tale is brighter and richer, bringing new life to the village. Franklin is filled with laughs and 
lessons on growth. 
 

11.00  Everything's Rosie (Eps 51 - 52 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

With an inspiring sense of adventure, Rosie and her friends embark on a journey of 
discovery, embracing everyday challenges, triumphs and disappointments as together 
they learn the meaning of friendship. 

 

11.30  Ben And Holly's Little Kingdom (Eps 51 - 52 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

Set in an enchanted magical kingdom with fairies, elves and insects, Ben & Holly is an 
animated pre-school children's show. Ben is a loveable little elf while his best friend Holly 
is a bossy but loveable fairy princess. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 33 - 34 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drama_film
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feng_Xiaogang


 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter A.  
 

okto MONDAY 6  MAY 2013 
 

1.30PM Franklin & Friends (Ep 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

Franklin joins his familiar friends, Bear, Fox and Rabbit, in Woodland. This CGI-animated 
tale is brighter and richer, bringing new life to the village. Franklin is filled with laughs and 
lessons on growth. 

 

2.00  Everything's Rosie (Eps 51 - 52 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

With an inspiring sense of adventure, Rosie and her friends embark on a journey of 
discovery, embracing everyday challenges, triumphs and disappointments as together 
they learn the meaning of friendship. 

 

2.30  Ben And Holly's Little Kingdom (Eps 51 - 52 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

Set in an enchanted magical kingdom with fairies, elves and insects, Ben & Holly is an 
animated pre-school children's show. Ben is a loveable little elf while his best friend Holly 
is a bossy but loveable fairy princess. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 16 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   

 

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 

   

5.00 Arthur (Sr 11 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of an irresistible eight-year-old aardvark 
whose charm is simple. 

 

5.30  Moomin (Sr 1 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Based on the charming Finnish books, Moomin valley lies somewhere in the realm of 
fantasy. But for Moomin, his family and friends, this is an exciting paradise where anything 
can happen. 

 

6.00  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Geronimo, Thea & the gang return for more mystery-solving adventures! 
 



okto MONDAY 6  MAY 2013 
 

6.30PM     The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

It’s game night and the penguins are playing hot potato … with a live bomb. They 
accidently blow up the koala habitat wall. So Leonard is temporarily placed in the 
kangaroo pin. And Joey isn’t too happy with his new habitat mate. 

 

7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 3 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

During medieval times, Phineas and Ferb set off on an epic quest to find the legendary 
sword, Excaliferb, so they can defeat the evil sorcerer, Millifishmirtz. 
 

7.30  Avatar (Season 2 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids)  
Aang discovers a colossal Fire Nation invention heading for Ba Sing Se, and the kids must 
stop it before it destroys the great wall that protects the city from invasion.  

 
8.00  Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids)  

Brady goes on a date with Sabrina, a cute girl from the Nanju Warrior tribe, and soon 
realizes that she is Mikayla's biggest rival from Kinkow fight school. Sabrina challenges 
Mikayla to a duel, but when Mikayla refuses, Sabrina takes Brady prisoner. 
 

8.30 Discover Science (Sr 2 / Eps 11 - 12 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Visualize the phenomena between two parabolas by using laser beam. Finally challenge 
to make conversation in 40m distance using two parabollas.  Weigh the air in a classroom. 
Stuff the classroom with inflated plastic bags, then measure their weight. 

 
okto MONDAY 6  MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL NIGHT: The Lioness And The Leopard (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles)  

(益智节目) 

This documentary tells the story of an unlikely friendship between a leopard and a lioness 
in South Africa’s Tshukudu Reserve. 

 
10.00  a-ok: Live From Abbey Road (Sr 5 / Ep 7 / Info-ed) (益智节目)   

Irish singer Damien Rice, British singer and guitarist Anna Calvi, and American singers 
Ryan Adams, Amos Lee and Ben Harper perform in this episode. 
 

11.00   a-ok: Arts.21 (Ep 88 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This edition of Arts.21 pays a visit to three art galleries in Berlin and reports on American 
writer William T. Vollmann’s novel “Europe Central”, a retrospective of surrealist artist Max 
Ernst’s works, and a dance project meant for social and political reconciliation in 
Columbia. 
 

11.30   a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 88 / Info-ed) (益智节目)   

Topics include British artist Barnaby Barford, Turkish woman architect Zeynep Fedillioglu, 
a karst cave in Slovenia, and the latest trends in eyewear in Germany. 

 
12.00MN        Close 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto TUESDAY 7  MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM          Tractor Tom (Eps 29 - 30 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 

9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 29 - 30 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 

10.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter B.  

 

10.30  Curious George (Sr 5 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

With his human owner, 'The Man in the Yellow Hat', Curious George sometimes lets his 
inquisitive nature get the better of him, leaving his friends with the job of keeping him out 
of trouble. 

 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 1 - 2 / Debut / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends 
set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the 
books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 35 - 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 5 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 
1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter B.  

 

okto TUESDAY 7  MAY 2013 
 

1.30PM Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 



 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

  

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 17 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

  

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   

   

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 

 

5.00 Arthur (Sr 11 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of an irresistible eight-year-old aardvark 
whose charm is simple. 

 

5.30  Moomin (Sr 1 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Based on the charming Finnish books, Moomin valley lies somewhere in the realm of 
fantasy. But for Moomin, his family and friends, this is an exciting paradise where anything 
can happen. 

 

6.00  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Geronimo, Thea & the gang return for more mystery-solving adventures! 
 

6.30             The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

The lemur habitat acquires a new resident, Clemson. King Julien loves to order around his 
new attentive servant. Maurice enjoys not being ordered around. But Mort remains highly 
suspicious of Clemson, he knows that he is up to something evil. 

 

okto TUESDAY 7  MAY 2013 
 

7.00PM Phineas & Ferb (Yr 3 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

After losing a gift that Jeremy made for her, Candace is determined to recreate it before 
Jeremy realizes it’s missing.  Unfortunately, Candace can’t remember what it looks like, so 
she enlists the Phineas and Ferb to use their mind machine to enter into her subconscious 
and recapture the memory.   
 

7.30  Avatar (Season 2 / Ep 14 / Schoolkids)  



Aang and the kids finally arrive in Ba Sing Se to see the Earth King, only to find mysterious 
forces within the city conspiring to stop them. Meanwhile, Jet tries to find proof that Zuko 
and Uncle are Fire Nation.  

 
8.00  Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids) 

Boomer and Brady find an ancient pocket watch that grants them the ability to restart the 
day as many times as they want without anyone else remembering.  Boomer uses the 
watch to plan a retaliation prank against Mason while Brady perfects his date with Mikayla. 
 

8.30 Junior Bake Off (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

In this episode, the contestants are up against the clock in the ‘Technical Challenge’ as 
they attempt to bake the cake in an hour. Then in the ‘Invention Challenge’ the competition 
gets even harder as they bake one of their own favourite recipes based on today’s theme, 
America. 

 
okto TUESDAY 7  MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Modern Marvels: Soft Drinks (Info-ed) (益智节目)  

The history, production process, and use of various kinds of soft drinks are explored, 
including natural sodas, energy drinks, ginger ale, soda fountain drinks, and drinks with 
unusual favours. 
 

10.00 a-ok: Artist In Residence (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

Every week Artist in Residence will bring art to the people by dropping one artist into the 
homes of an average Singaporean/family. Through active discussions and engagements, 
the artist will create a piece of work specifically for the family in their homes. 
 

10.30 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr  6 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Ooboo and Booboo discuss the basics of pottery. Back to School, student reporters Haikel 
& Gurmit, keep you posted on what the schools are up to .Nigel and Shye-Anne dish out 
more trivia, while in The Crystal Ball, Madam Crystal, Vernetta, and Baby Crystal, Jessica 
bring you the latest arts scoop. in the Ring of Fire as the teams go toe to toe in a ballroom 
dancing challenge.  

 

11.00  a-ok: Ade In Britain (Ep 20 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Adrian Edmondson's journey continues with a visit to the West Country - specifically 
Somerset - where he takes part in mud fishing and learns how to make a willow coffin. He 
also finds time to spend a few hours tasting cider brandy before cooking a variation of a 
Cornish pasty. 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  WEDNESDAY 8  MAY 2013 
                     

9.00AM          Tractor Tom (Eps 31 - 32 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 



9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 31 - 32 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 

10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter C.  

 
10.30  Curious George (Sr 5 / Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

With his human owner, 'The Man in the Yellow Hat', Curious George sometimes lets his 
inquisitive nature get the better of him, leaving his friends with the job of keeping him out 
of trouble. 

 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 37 - 38 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter C.  

 

1.30  Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

okto  WEDNESDAY 8  MAY 2013 
 

2.00PM Chloe's Closet (Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   



A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

  

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 18 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

  

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 14 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 

      

5.00 Arthur (Sr 11 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of an irresistible eight-year-old aardvark 
whose charm is simple. 

 

5.30  Moomin (Sr 1 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Based on the charming Finnish books, Moomin valley lies somewhere in the realm of 
fantasy. But for Moomin, his family and friends, this is an exciting paradise where anything 
can happen. 

 

6.00  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Geronimo, Thea & the gang return for more mystery-solving adventures! 
 

6.30           The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Private hones in on his cuteness factor and BOOSH! Any witness or potential threat is 
instantly disabled – adorability has been weaponized. The team dominates the zoo, using 
Private to get them out of trouble; King Julien, Alice and every other possible threat. 
 

7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 3 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

After locating and retrieving the amulet of Juatchdoon, adventuring archeologist duo Ohio 
(Phineas) Flynn and Rhode Island (Ferb) Fletcher set off to Central America to help 
Damsel in Distress Isabella find the Lost Temple of Juatchadoon and her missing mother.   

 

okto  WEDNESDAY 8  MAY 2013 
 

7.30PM Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Ban's encounter with Jin at Anglabisitus. 
 

8.00  Jessie (Yr 1 / Ep 6 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

When the kids' parents get caught in a snowstorm, Jessie must shop for the kid’s 
Christmas presents, get the house decorated and take the kids to the mall to see Santa, 
where they have a run-in with his mischievous elves.  

 



8.30 Dick 'N' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in 
the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres. 
 

okto WEDNESDAY 8  MAY 2013 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Stalking The Savannah: Birds That Choose Not To Fly (Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Filmed on the savannah in southwestern Kenya, this documentary features the peculiar 
habits and intriguing behaviour of some bird species, such as the secretary bird and the 
ground hornbills, which can fly but prefer to live on the ground. 
 

10.00   a-ok: Singapore Supersized! (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

It’s a mix of dance & video installation as US artist Race Krehel works with local acclaimed 
choreographer Gani Karim, and dance performers students from Yuhua Secondary School 
to create a special performance piece for the public at night. 

 
10.30   a-ok: Celebrating Youth (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

For the past year, students across Singapore have been waiting for their time to shine. 
Honing their craft in disciplines ranging from choir and dance to Chinese orchestra, 
hundreds of school teams are celebrating their achievements at the biggest event of the 
school calendar - the Singapore Youth Festival. 

 
11.00  a-ok: Takeshi Art Beat (Eps 7 - 8 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Nobuyuki Tsujii is a talented young Japanese pianist who is blind from birth. Takeshi 
Kitano visits Tsujii at a concert hall, where the pianist delves into the sources of his 
creativity.  Akio Hirata is a global fashion pioneer in hat design. Takeshi Kitano visits 
Hirata’s studio in the Azabu district of Tokyo. 

 
12.00MN         Close 
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okto  THURSDAY 9 MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM           Tractor Tom (Eps 33 - 34 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 
9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 33 - 34 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 

10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sound of letter D. 

 



10.30  Curious George (Sr 5 / Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

With his human owner, 'The Man in the Yellow Hat', Curious George sometimes lets his 
inquisitive nature get the better of him, leaving his friends with the job of keeping him out 
of trouble. 

 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 39 - 40 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sound of letter D. 

 
okto  THURSDAY 9  MAY 2013 
 

1.30PM Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 19 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 



This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

  

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 15 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   

 

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 

 

5.00 Arthur (Sr 11 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of an irresistible eight-year-old aardvark 
whose charm is simple. 

 

5.30  Moomin (Sr 1 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Based on the charming Finnish books, Moomin valley lies somewhere in the realm of 
fantasy. But for Moomin, his family and friends, this is an exciting paradise where anything 
can happen. 

 

6.00  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Geronimo, Thea & the gang return for more mystery-solving adventures! 
 

okto  THURSDAY 9  MAY 2013 
 

6.30PM          The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Private’s quirky Uncle Nigel pops in for a quick visit from across the pond. It isn’t long until 
he over stays his welcome amongst Skipper, Rico and Kowalski. When Uncle Nigel admits 
he’s a secret agent after the elusive Red Squirrel, Private joins the other three penguins 
thinking his Uncle isn’t the sharpest tool in the shed. 
 

7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 3 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Paul the Delivery Man discovers his job has a higher calling to save Danville as he makes 
stops at Phineas and Ferb's house, Doofenshmirtz Evil, Inc. and the OWCA in a special 
episode seen through his eyes.  
 

7.30  Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Daiki smashed HAKAI-O.  ACHILLES versus JOKER. The battle was interrupted by Jin. 
 

8.00  oktOriginal: Me, Myself & Isaac! (Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

Isaac cajoles Sporty and Smarty to join a grueling Hands On A Car contest. But it turns out 
that the three aren’t the only ones cheating in order to win themselves the big $5000 prize. 
Meanwhile, a snooping Cik Kamisah is determined to get to the bottom of things and find 
evidence proving that Isaac has two clones living with him! 

 

8.30 oktOriginal: Junior Justice (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

An attempt to care for the environment backfires on Junior Justice when cleanliness is 
brought into question. Is saving water by not showering acceptable? Find out on Junior 
Justice when the audience brings down their verdict. 

 
okto THURSDAY 9  MAY 2013 



 
9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: True Heroes: Deadly Ice / Trapped In The Abyss (Eps 11 & 12 / 

Info-ed) (益智节目)  

A man saves his two friends from a freezing river after they break through the ice while 
snowmobiling. While out snowmobiling, a young woman accidentally plunges sixty feet 
down an icy crevasse. Her survival depends on the determination and creative thinking of 
a stranger on the mountain. 

 

10.00  a-ok: Sicily Unpacked (Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Andrew and Giorgio explore the legacy of Spain's 500-year occupation of the island and 
the influence this has had on art and culture.  

 
11.00  a-ok: Globe Trekkers: Ultimate Caribbean (Sr 10 / Ep 9 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Justine Shapiro, Ian Wright and Megan McCormick travel to the largest of the Caribbean 
islands – Trinidad, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Guadeloupe, Cuba, Haiti and the Dominican 
Republic. They delve beneath the perception that the Caribbean is merely a rich man’s 
playground, to bring us the ‘ultimate Caribbean’ experience. 

 
12.00MN         Close 
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okto  FRIDAY 10  MAY 2013 
 
9.00AM           Tractor Tom (Eps 35 - 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 
9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 35 - 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 
10.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features Zoomba, 
Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn about the sounds 
of letter E. 

  

10.30  Curious George (Sr 5 / Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

With his human owner, 'The Man in the Yellow Hat', Curious George sometimes lets his 
inquisitive nature get the better of him, leaving his friends with the job of keeping him out 
of trouble. 

 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   



A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 41 - 42 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter E. 

 

okto  FRIDAY 10  MAY 2013 
 

1.30PM Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 20 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 16 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   
  

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 
 

5.00 Arthur (Sr 11 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 



Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of an irresistible eight-year-old aardvark 
whose charm is simple. 

 

5.30  Moomin (Sr 1 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Based on the charming Finnish books, Moomin valley lies somewhere in the realm of 
fantasy. But for Moomin, his family and friends, this is an exciting paradise where anything 
can happen. 

 

okto  FRIDAY 10  MAY 2013 
 

6.00PM oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr  6 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)  

Ooboo and Booboo discuss the basics of pottery. Back to School, student reporters Haikel 
& Gurmit, keep you posted on what the schools are up to .Nigel and Shye-Anne dish out 
more trivia, while in The Crystal Ball, Madam Crystal, Vernetta, and Baby Crystal, Jessica 
bring you the latest arts scoop. in the Ring of Fire as the teams go toe to toe in a ballroom 
dancing challenge.  

 
6.30 okto @ The Movies: Secret Of N.I.M.H. 2-Timmy To The Rescue (Movie / Schoolkids) 
 The wise Nicodemus has predicted that Timmy Brisby will someday be a great hero, 

but the young mouse is anxious to prove his courage and worried if he can live up 
to the expectations of others. Timmy's opportunity comes when his friend Jenny 
asks him to help her find her parents, who may have been kidnapped by some 
nefarious human scientists! 

 
8.15  Spongebob Squarepants (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

The evil Plankton is up to no good once again when he tries to manipulate SpongeBob 
into becoming aggressive and mean in order to get more out of life.  

 
8.30  Backyard Science (Sr 3 / Ep 5 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

This is a show that rips science out of the classroom and hurls it into the real world! It’s 
science BY kids FOR kids, and its science as part of THEIR world. 

 

okto  FRIDAY 10  MAY 2013 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: America The Wild: Stalking The Mountain Lion (Ep 1 / Debut /  

Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Armed with specialized camera technology, experienced naturalist Casey Anderson 
sets out to track and film the mountain lion, one of North America’s most elusive 
predators, which is capable of jumping 18 feet from the ground into a tree. 
 

10.00 a-ok: Agatha Christie's Marple: The Blue Geranium (Sr 5 / Ep 3 / Drama) (电视剧)  

A cruel, superstitious woman dies of apparent fright after her fate is foretold by a medium. 
Miss Marple, however, is convinced of foul play when another death occurs. 

 
12.00MN        Close 
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okto  SATURDAY 11 MAY 2013 
 

7.00AM           oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Eps 11 & 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

Science is mad…fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes 
that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the 
while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'  

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 2 / Eps 1 & 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all 
their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being. 

 

9.00  The Little Prince (Season 2 / Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince 
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way 
emphasizing educational and environmental themes. 
 

9.30  Gundam AGE (Ep 48 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

In a desperate move do destroy both the Gundams and the Diva, Zeheart sends his most 
trusted allies in a suicide mission. 

 

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 15 / Ep 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Now that our heroes and Bianca have returned with Professor Juniper to her base camp in 
Chargestone Cave, their planned Pokemon trade begins. They first decide to have a battle 
between Shelmet and Karrablast in order to collect pre-Evolution data. 
 

10.30 The Super Hero Squad Show (Yr 1 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

The Infinity Sword, has been shattered in a battle between Iron man and Dr Doom. But 
Doom doesn't give up easily; he'll leave no stone in turned until he recovered every last 
shard. Iron Man snags the best heroes around to beat Doom at his own game. 

 

11.00  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 3 / Ep 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Gingka and his friends attempt to stop the revival of Nemesis with bey battles in Mexico. 
 

11.30  Bakugan: Mechtanium Surge (Sr 4 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 

When Dan and Drago disappear into the dark reverse dimension, the rest of the Brawlers 
are left behind to battle the remaining Mechtogan Titans who continue to drill into Earth 
with their high intensity lasers. 
 

12.00NN oktOriginal: Me, Myself & Isaac! (Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

Isaac cajoles Sporty and Smarty to join a grueling Hands On A Car contest. But it turns out 
that the three aren’t the only ones cheating in order to win themselves the big $5000 prize. 
Meanwhile, a snooping Cik Kamisah is determined to get to the bottom of things and find 
evidence proving that Isaac has two clones living with him! 

 
okto  SATURDAY 11  MAY 2013 
 

12.30PM       oktOriginal: Junior Justice (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)  



An attempt to care for the environment backfires on Junior Justice when cleanliness is 
brought into question. Is saving water by not showering acceptable? Find out on Junior 
Justice when the audience brings down their verdict. 
 

1.00  Generator Rex (Eps 19 - 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

From the creators of Ben 10 comes Generator Rex, a  series about a teen with 
extraordinary powers. 

 
2.00  The Adventures Of Merlin (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / R)  

When Gwen is kidnapped Arthur defies the King to go to her rescue, but someone else 
gets there first: Lancelot. 
 

3.00  oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Eps 11 & 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

Science is mad…fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes 
that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the 
while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'  

 

4.00  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 2 / Eps 1 & 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all 
their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being.   

 

5.00 Magic Planet (Eps 47 - 48 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

Educational, animated series where grandpa Arthemus brings his grandchildren around 
the world in his magic machine to learn about animals. 

 

5.30  The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince 
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those  they meet along the way 
emphasizing  educational and environmental themes. 

   

6.00  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

An innocent looking antique model of an old sailing ship reveals a secret that could lead 
Tintin and Snowy to an ancient treasure. 
 

6.30  Winx Club (Sr 4 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also 
attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding 
transformations. 

 

7.00      Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

On their way to Nimbasa City and Ash’s next Gym Battle challenge, our heroes get caught 
in a torrential downpour. They duck into a nearby mansion to get out of the bad weather, 
finding no one inside.  

 

okto  SATURDAY 11 MAY 2013 
 

7.30PM Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Gingka and the rest of Team Gangan Galaxy travel to India to watch India’s Team 
Chandora do battle with Africa’s Team Wild Fang. Wild Fang wins, but their leader, Kyoya, 
seems more interested in informing Gingka that his mission in life is to defeat him. 



 

8.00  The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 1 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Action-packed & humourous animated show about 4 siblings who juggle regular life with 
their exciting undercover spy duties! Frm the creators of the successful Totally Spies 
franchise. 

 

8.30  ThunderCats (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the 
throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions 
in this sharp new telling. 
 

okto  SATURDAY 11 MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM oktoLIFE: Bears Of The Last Frontier (Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Ecologist Chris Morgan enters the freezer as he trek across the Arctic pack ice on the trail 
of Alaska’s endangered polar bears.  Chris’ journey reveals to us another side of these 
complex and wildly misunderstood creatures. 
 

10.00  CENTRESTAGE: Boulez Conducts Mahler No.2 (Culture / 2nd Telecast)  
Conducted by Pierre Boulez, the Staatskapelle Berlin plays Gustav Mahler’s Symphony 
No.2 in C minor “Resurrection”. 

 
12.00MN        Close 
  

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto SUNDAY 12 MAY 2013 
 

7.00AM           oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Sr 2 / Eps 3 & 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目)  

‘Saved Or Slimed 2!’ is the returning season of the zany children’s game show! It is fun-
filled, educational and definitely wet! The game show challenges the Mental, Physical & 
Social aspects of the participants.  

 
8.00           oktOriginal: My Classmate Dad (Sr 2 / Eps 1 & 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

My Classmate Dad Season 2 brings about a body switch adventure with a whole new 
twist! 

 

9.00 Master Raindrop (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Master Raindrop follows the journey of martial arts novice Raindrop and his friend Shao 
Yen on their quest to save their Master Yun and ultimately their entire peaceful land - from 
the evil General Bu and his army of terracotta warriors.  
 

9.31 Backkom (Eps 19 - 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Backkom the polar bear is selfish and impatient mixed with a dose of bad luck. Not only a 
troublemaker but a trouble finder too! His curiosity drives him to travel around the world, 
learning about us. 
 



10.00  Galaxia (Ep 36 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Finding Dilo having swallowed the galaxy star, Void Goddess laughs out loud and ridicules 
Dilo as naive and foolish. She can get the galaxy star as easy as she turns his hand over if 
she wants.   

 

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 2 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Join Sendo Aichi, Kai Toshiki and other friends in the exciting card gameknown as 
Cardfight Vanguard! 

 

11.00  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Now that Ben's identity is public, his old enemies are attacking his family! 
 

11.30  Kaijudo: Rise Of The Duel Masters (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

When Mighty Shouter fails to respond to Master Kimora's summons, Ray and his friends 
travel to the Nature Civilization to investigate the strange abductions of Shouter's tribe by 
a mysterious force. 

 

12.00NN Oscar's Oasis (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Hilarious 3D animated, non-dialogue series in the style of Looney Tunes. Oscar, the lonely 
desert lizard, battles the rigeurs of the desert as well as his un-neighbourly fellow 
inhabitants, from chickens to mischievous meerkats. 

 

okto SUNDAY 12  MAY 2013 
 

12.30PM The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Brothers Tony, Marc, Lee, and their sister Megan, return for more undercover spy  
missions for WOOHP - all the while still juggling their daily lives as average 12 year-olds! 

 

1.00  Spirit Warriors (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

Inspired by ancient Chinese myths and legends, the show follows Bo, her sister Jen, and 
fellow schoolmates Vicky, Trix and Martin who discover their destinies as Spirit Warriors. 
 

1.30  Adventurers Masters Of Time (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Four schoolfriends are suddenly whisked back through the ages on a desperate search for 
their missing computer professor by uploading themselves by way of a time continuum 
software! Unfortunately, they haven't made the journey alone. An evil hacker is threatening 
to change world history. 

 
2.00  Artzooka (Eps 21 - 22 / Schoolkids / R) 

Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove 
and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can 
create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more. 

 
3.00  oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Sr 2 / Eps 3 & 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目)  

‘Saved Or Slimed 2!’ is the returning season of the zany children’s game show! It is fun-
filled, educational and definitely wet! The game show challenges the Mental, Physical & 
Social aspects of the participants.  

 
4.00  oktOriginal: My Classmate Dad (Sr 2 / Eps 1 & 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 



My Classmate Dad Season 2 brings about a body switch adventure with a whole new 
twist! 

 

5.00  Monkey King (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Animated version of the classic Monkey King tales! 
 

5.30  The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince 
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those  they meet along the way 
emphasizing  educational and environmental themes. 

 

6.00  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

A greedy collector takes drastic measures to prevent Tintin, Snowy and Captain Haddock 
from trying to collect three parts of an ancient treasure map. 

 
6.30 Winx Club (Sr 4 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also 
attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding 
transformations. 
 

okto SUNDAY 12  MAY 2013 
 

7.00PM      Junior MasterChef Australia (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

The contestants embark on their first offsite challenge and are given the task of running a 
high school tuck shop. 
 

8.00  The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 1 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Action-packed & humourous animated show about 4 siblings who juggle regular life with 
their exciting undercover spy duties! Frm the creators of the successful Totally Spies 
franchise. 

 

8.30  ThunderCats (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the 
throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions 
in this sharp new telling. 

okto SUNDAY 12 MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM           Upstairs Downstairs (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Debut / Drama) (电视剧) 

Sir Hallam Holland and his wife Lady Agnes inherit 165 Eaton Place, and set about 
restoring the house. Former housemaid Rose Buck finds herself back in the house 
where she was happiest, and the arrival of an unwelcome guest namely Sir Hallam's 
mother, puts a strain on relations, both upstairs and down.  
 

10.00  FILMART: Mother (Korean Movie With English Subtitles) (艺 术 影 院) 

This film depicts the story about a mother who desperately searches for the killer that 

framed her son for a girl's horrific murder.  Starring KIM Hye-ja and WON Bin. 
 
12.15AM         Close  
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 



Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto MONDAY 13  MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM           Tractor Tom (Eps 37 - 38 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 
9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 37 - 38 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 
10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter F.  

 

10.30  Curious George (Sr 5 / Ep 5 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

With his human owner, 'The Man in the Yellow Hat', Curious George sometimes lets his 
inquisitive nature get the better of him, leaving his friends with the job of keeping him out 
of trouble. 

 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 43 - 44 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter F.  
 
 
 

 

 
 



 
 

okto MONDAY 13  MAY 2013 
 

1.30PM Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 21 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 17 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   

 

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 

   

5.00 Arthur (Sr 11 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of an irresistible eight-year-old aardvark 
whose charm is simple. 

 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle 
forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and 
bravely ward off abductors. 

 

6.00  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Geronimo, Thea & the gang return for more mystery-solving adventures! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



okto MONDAY 13  MAY 2013 
 

6.30PM     The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Private discovers a stack of lost comic books. Skipper immediately commands their 
destruction, citing their risky influence. But Private, Kowalski and Rico deliberately disobey 
command and ogle the colorful pages. 
 

7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 3 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

After Mom asks the kids to keep quiet while she prepares for her online knitting test, 
Phineas and Ferb create ninja outfits designed to hide the wearer from anyone who is not 
wearing them. 
 

7.30  Avatar (Season 2 / Ep 15 / Schoolkids)  
A series of short stories, highlighting different characters and their individual adventures in 
the city. Tales of Katara and Toph, Uncle, Sokka, Aang, Zuko, and Momo.  
 

8.00  Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids)  
When the castle explodes, Boomer and Brady must scramble to prove their innocence in 
the Court of Kinkow.   With no hard evidence, prosecutor Lanny calls upon various 
islanders to testify.   
 

8.30 Discover Science (Sr 2 / Eps 13 - 14 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Visualize the phenomena between two parabolas by using laser beam. Finally challenge 
to make conversation in 40m distance using two parabollas.  Weigh the air in a classroom. 
Stuff the classroom with inflated plastic bags, then measure their weight. 

 

 
okto MONDAY 13  MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL NIGHT: The Predator’s Story (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目) 

This documentary tells the story of two lion brothers’ struggle for survival on the South 
African savannah before they reach adulthood. 

 
10.00  a-ok: Live From Abbey Road (Sr 5 / Ep 8 / Info-ed) (益智节目)   

Canadian jazz singer Diana Krall, trumpeter Wynton Marsalis, and American singers Dr. 
John and Madeleine Peyroux perform in this episode. 
 

11.00   a-ok: Arts.21 (Ep 89 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

An exhibition of German art at the Paris Louvre leads to a dispute. An Indian comic artist 
paints a fascinating image of Berlin for readers back home. A film festival in Munich only 
shows films by artists, and a comical documentary explores decisive cultural differences 
involved in driving a car. 
 

11.30   a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 89 / Info-ed) (益智节目)   

Topics include German artist Sandra Kranich’s ‘firework art’, German musician James 
Last’s concert in London, and top-notch notebooks produced by an Italian company. 

 
12.00MN         Close 

 
 



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto TUESDAY 14  MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM          Tractor Tom (Eps 39 - 40 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 

9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 39 - 40 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 

10.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter G.  

 

10.30  Curious George (Sr 5 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

With his human owner, 'The Man in the Yellow Hat', Curious George sometimes lets his 
inquisitive nature get the better of him, leaving his friends with the job of keeping him out 
of trouble. 

 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 45 - 46 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 
1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter G.  

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

okto TUESDAY 14  MAY 2013 
 

1.30PM Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

  

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 22 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

  

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 18 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   

   

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 

 

5.00 Arthur (Sr 11 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of an irresistible eight-year-old aardvark 
whose charm is simple. 

 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Geronimo, Thea & the gang return for more mystery-solving adventures! 
 

6.30             The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  



The penguins have had enough of the crazy lemurs 24 hour parting! They hack into the 
zoo habitat schematic and successfully transfer the lemurs to the petting zoo.  

 
 

okto TUESDAY 14  MAY 2013 
 

7.00PM Phineas & Ferb (Yr 3 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When Mom is out of Doonkelberries for her famous Doonkelberry pie, the boys set out to 
find some for her.  Meanwhile, Perry and Dr. Doofenshmirtz find themselves across the 
ocean as Doofenshmirtz returns home to renew his Druelselsteinian driver’s license.   
 

7.30  Avatar (Season 2 / Ep 16 / Schoolkids)  
In this special episode, we go back in time to the moment Appa was stolen, and find out 
exactly what happened to him, and where’s he’s been all this time – and where he is now!  

 
8.00  Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 14 / Schoolkids) 

The head chef quits when the kings insist that he prepare them a steak cake, a new 
creation they saw on TV prepared by famed celebrity chef Spatula Jones. With the 30 foot 
ogre about to wake up from his ten year sleep, Boomer and Brady fly in the famous chef to 
help them. 
 

8.30 Junior Bake Off (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Today the junior bakers’ cake mixing skills are put to the test as they attempt to bake a 
Swiss roll in the ‘Technical Challenge’. Then they are tested on their imagination in the 
‘Invention Challenge’ where they all bake birthday cakes. 
 

 
okto TUESDAY 14  MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Modern Marvels: Supersized Food (Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This episode is delicated to supersized food created in the United States, from the world’s 
biggest stacked burger and a plus-sized Sicilian pizza to a seven-pound hot dog and a 
giant cupcake. 
 

10.00 a-ok: Artist In Residence (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

Every week Artist in Residence will bring art to the people by dropping one artist into the 
homes of an average Singaporean/family. Through active discussions and engagements, 
the artist will create a piece of work specifically for the family in their homes. 
 

10.30 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr  6 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Ooboo and Booboo unfold the secrets of origami. Handyman Haikel and Artist Gurmit 
investigate if girls are more artistically inclined than boys. Nigel and Shye-Anne entertain 
and educate with more trivia, Madam Crystal, Vernetta, and Baby Crystal, Jessica offer 
more arts events in The Crystal Ball. Get a taste of bite-sized theatre in the Ring of Fire.  

 

11.00  a-ok: Brazil With Michael Palin (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Writer and actor Michael Palin travels to Brazil, the fifth largest country in the world. 
He begins his journey in the north east, where the Portuguese explorers first landed 
and where the mix of races and cultures produced what we now think of as Brazil.  

 
12.00MN         Close 



 
 
 
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  WEDNESDAY 15  MAY 2013 
                     

9.00AM          Tractor Tom (Eps 41 - 42 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 

9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 41 - 42 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 

10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter H.  

 
10.30  Curious George (Sr 5 / Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

With his human owner, 'The Man in the Yellow Hat', Curious George sometimes lets his 
inquisitive nature get the better of him, leaving his friends with the job of keeping him out 
of trouble. 

 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 47 - 48 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 



“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter H.  

 

1.30  Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 
 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY 15  MAY 2013 
 

2.00PM Chloe's Closet (Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

  

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 23 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

  

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 19 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 

      

5.00 Arthur (Sr 11 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of an irresistible eight-year-old aardvark 
whose charm is simple. 

 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Catch your favorite Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester, Tweety and the gang as tiny toddlers, 
filled with wide-eyed innocence and unparalleled curiosity!  
 

6.30           The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  



An accidental zap from the Fresherizer ray turns Skipper into an adorable baby. The gun 
tumbles into the sewer, and Kowalski, Rico, and Private leave baby Skipper in Julien’s 
care while they go on a recovery mission.  
 

7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 3 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Candace's plans to hang out with Jeremy are derailed, after he becomes interested in 
playing Phineas and Ferb's newest game, jet pack volleyball.  
 
  

 

okto  WEDNESDAY 15  MAY 2013 
 

7.30PM Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Anglabisitus opening. Main characters at first match. A right hand of ACHILLES was 
damaged. 
 

8.00  Jessie (Yr 1 / Ep 7 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

Jessie wants Zuri to play with real friends instead of imaginary ones, but when Zuri 
befriends the much older Nana Bananas who wears yellow track suits, talks to herself in 
the park and constantly squeaks a yellow horn, Jessie is worried.  

 

8.30 Dick 'N' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in 
the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres. 
 

okto WEDNESDAY 15  MAY 2013 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: March Of The Masses: Great Spider Crabs (Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

A mass congregration of great spider crabs, some 100,000 strong, occurs in June in the 
waters off Melbourne, Australia. This intriguing phenomenon is captured in this 
documentary and the reasons behind it are revealed. 
 

10.00   a-ok:Art Reborn! (Ep 1 / Debut / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

 ‘One man’s waste is another’s treasures’. Through ART REBORN!, we recognize 
and salute the artistic efforts of various creative individuals who show us what 
environmental art is all about!   

 
10.30   a-ok: Celebrating Youth (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

For the past year, students across Singapore have been waiting for their time to shine. 
Honing their craft in disciplines ranging from choir and dance to Chinese orchestra, 
hundreds of school teams are celebrating their achievements at the biggest event of the 
school calendar - the Singapore Youth Festival. 

 
11.00  a-ok: Takeshi Art Beat (Eps 9 - 10 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Tomotaka Takahashi is a robot creator whose best-known work is the bipedal robot 
Chroino.  He visits the lab and delves into the secrets of his trademark fusion of design 
and technology.  Takeshi visits Genbei Yamaguchi, the 10th generation wholesaler of ‘obi’. 
He keenly describes to Takeshi his way of life which he dedicates to the art of obi making.  

 
12.00MN         Close 



 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  THURSDAY 16 MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM           Tractor Tom (Eps 43 - 44 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 
9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 43 - 44 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 

10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter I.  

 

10.30  Curious George (Sr 5 / Ep 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

With his human owner, 'The Man in the Yellow Hat', Curious George sometimes lets his 
inquisitive nature get the better of him, leaving his friends with the job of keeping him out 
of trouble. 

 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train (Season 2 / Eps 49 - 50 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter I.  

 
okto  THURSDAY 16  MAY 2013 



 

1.30PM Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

Tackling math from a visual angle, Count TV shows how math can be fun, challenging and 
a lot more relevant in real life than most kids realise! 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 24 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

  

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 20 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This series brings with it some changes, new animated characters, more exotic foreign 
destinations and time-travel.   

 

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 

 

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a 
home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength 
to overcome obstacles in her way! 
 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Sylvester learns to live without his "blankey."  Daffy overcomes his fear of the swimming 
pool. 

 

 

okto  THURSDAY 16  MAY 2013 
 

6.30PM          The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 27 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Kowalski’s obsession with Doris the dolphin drives him to invent a love ray, the Love-U-
Laser. It works like a charm until Alice falls for a trashcan, Julien falls for Mort, and Skipper 
orders the ray to be put in reverse.  



 

7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 3 / Ep 27 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Meap returns to save Phineas and Ferb from his nemesis Mitch, whose real mission is to 
take control of all of alien-kind, putting Meap's world in danger.  The boys' 'cute-tracker' 
leads the gang to Seattle and an adventure to save the universe. 
 

7.30  Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Sendo versus Ban with HAKAI-O's arm.  ACHILLES beated JOKER. 
 

8.00  oktOriginal: Me, Myself & Isaac! (Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧) 

Everything is going seemingly well for Isaac and his clones. That is until his parents come 
back for a surprise visit! Now everything has gone haywire, and it could get worse when all 
three clones find themselves in the same restaurant that night! 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Junior Justice (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

We learn the value of believing in yourself on Junior Justice. Just because you’ve been on 
the swim team for three years should you persist if your timings are not up to scratch? And 
who has the right to decide anyway? Find out when the audience reach their verdict on 
Junior Justice.     

 
okto THURSDAY 16  MAY 2013 
 
9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: True Heroes: Death Boat / Deadly Rip Current (Eps 13 & 14 / 

Info-ed) (益智节目)  

A fisherman is repeatedly hit by a runaway speedboat and his survival depends on a 
friend’s resourcefulness and quick action.  When a father and daughter are swept out to 
sea by a rip current off a Florida beach, their lives depend on the quick thinking and 
endurance of a local man who risks his life to save them.  

 

10.00  a-ok: Sicily Unpacked (Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Andrew and Giorgio take the pulse of contemporary Sicily, experience the change that is 
sweeping through the island, and find out how the future of it is linked to its ancient past.  

 
11.00  a-ok: Globe Trekkers: Ultimate India (Sr 10 / Ep 10 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Megan McCormick, Holly Morris, Andrew Daddo and Justine Shapiro travel to India. They 
explore some of the most over-croweded cities in the world, take part in colourful local 
festivals, visits some historic sities, and taste a rich and varied array of Indian dishes. 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  FRIDAY 17  MAY 2013 
 
9.00AM           Tractor Tom (Eps 45 - 46 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 
9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 45 - 46 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 



Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 
10.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter J.  

  
10.30  Curious George (Sr 6 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

The cheeky and loveable George returns in a new season of adventures! 
 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Driver Dan's Story Train Special (Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Driver Dan as he drives the train and its magical book carriage for more story telling! 
Features a new character Bippity the mechanical robot and all new environments. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter J.  

 
okto  FRIDAY 17  MAY 2013 
 

1.30PM Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 



 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they 
introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter. 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 25 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

This is an action packed series involving 3 girls who involved in some high action 
adventure piqued by either their suspicion of someone or by some factual report that they 
have obtained.   
  

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 
 

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home 
with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome 
obstacles in her way! 

 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

okto  FRIDAY 17  MAY 2013 
 

6.00PM oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr  6 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)  

Ooboo and Booboo unfold the secrets of origami. Handyman Haikel and Artist Gurmit 
investigate if girls are more artistically inclined than boys. Nigel and Shye-Anne entertain 
and educate with more trivia, Madam Crystal, Vernetta, and Baby Crystal, Jessica offer 
more arts events in The Crystal Ball. Get a taste of bite-sized theatre in the Ring of Fire.  

 
6.30 okto @ The Movies: Tom And Jerry Wizard Of Oz (Movie / Schoolkids) 

They're off to see the wizard, the wonderful Wizard of Oz! Tom and Jerry soar over 
the rainbow and travel down the yellow brick road in this all-new animated retelling 
of the classic tale.  

 
8.00  The Penguins Of Madagascar (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

A little girl loses her doll at the zoo, and Rico is convinced to give up his own doll to 
replace it.  When a raccoon shows up and starts stealing from the zoo animals, the 
penguins jump into action and bust him. 

 
8.30  Backyard Science (Sr 3 / Ep 6 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

This is a show that rips science out of the classroom and hurls it into the real world! It’s 
science BY kids FOR kids, and its science as part of THEIR world. 

 

okto  FRIDAY 17  MAY 2013 



 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: America The Wild: Wolverine King (Ep 2 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Bracing himself against the fierce elements of Alaska and British Columbia, naturalist and 
adventurer Casey Anderson sets out to capture never-before-seen footage of wolverines 
as they hunt and interact with other wildlife across the vast, untracked wilderness. 
 

10.00 a-ok: Agatha Christie's Marple: The Pale Horse (Sr 5 / Ep 4 / Drama) (电视剧)  

Miss Marple’s old friend, a priest, is battered to death after visiting a woman dying under 
strange circumstances. Seeking justice, she becomes entangled in a nefarious 
organization centred around an inn run by purported witches. 

 
12.00MN        Close 

 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  SATURDAY 18 MAY 2013 
 

7.00AM           oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Eps 13 & 14 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

Science is mad…fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes 
that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the 
while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'  

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 2 / Eps 3 & 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all 
their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being. 

 

9.00  The Little Prince (Season 2 / Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince 
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way 
emphasizing educational and environmental themes. 
 

9.30  Gundam AGE (Ep 49 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Mobile Suit Gundam AGE takes place over the course of a century during a "One Hundred 
Year War". Using plans hidden inside his family heirloom – the “AGE Device” memory unit, 
Flit Asuno develops the mobile suit "Gundam", humanity's last hope. 

 

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 15 / Ep 31 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Arriving in Icirrus City, our heroes are awed and amazed at the Icirrus City Gym, the 
battlefield is solid ice! After welcoming them, Brycen accepts Ash’s challenge and the two 
Trainers begin a three-on-three match. Brycen starts with his Vanillish, and Ash picks 
Krokorok. 
 

10.30 The Super Hero Squad Show (Yr 1 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 



The Infinity Sword, has been shattered in a battle between Iron man and Dr Doom. But 
Doom doesn't give up easily; he'll leave no stone in turned until he recovered every last 
shard. Iron Man snags the best heroes around to beat Doom at his own game. 

 

11.00  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 3 / Ep 31 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Kyoya battles Dynamis and Tithi takes on Aguma in a temple in Mexico. Gingka battles 
Chris  and tries to convince him that he should join Gingka’s side as they try to prevent the 
revival of Nemesis. 
 

11.30  Bakugan: Mechtanium Surge (Sr 4 / Ep 27 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 

After Mag Mel’s defeat at the hands of the Brawlers, peace reigns once again in the 
universe. All of the Bakugan have left New Vestroia and are living on Earth amongst the 
humans; but things quickly change with the arrival of four evil Mechtogan. 
 

12.00NN oktOriginal: Me, Myself & Isaac! (Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

Everything is going seemingly well for Isaac and his clones. That is until his parents come 
back for a surprise visit! Now everything has gone haywire, and it could get worse when all 
three clones find themselves in the same restaurant that night! 

okto  SATURDAY 18  MAY 2013 
 

12.30PM       oktOriginal: Junior Justice (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)  

We learn the value of believing in yourself on Junior Justice. Just because you’ve been on 
the swim team for three years should you persist if your timings are not up to scratch? And 
who has the right to decide anyway? Find out when the audience reach their verdict on 
Junior Justice.     
 

1.00  Power Rangers R.P.M (Eps 1 - 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

In the shining city of Corinth, an elite force of Rangers must learn to drive and operate an 
arsenal of radically advanced biotech vehicles in order to battle the attacking machine 
army bent on world domination. 

 
2.00  The Adventures Of Merlin (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / R) (PG) 

Uther is delighted when the Lady Catrina arrives in Camelot but Merlin is concerned, 
fearing their new guest is actually a troll. 

 
3.00  oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Eps 13 & 14 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

Science is mad…fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes 
that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the 
while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'  

 

4.00  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 2 / Eps 3 & 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all 
their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being.   

 

5.00 Magic Planet (Eps 49 - 50 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

Educational, animated series where grandpa Arthemus brings his grandchildren around 
the world in his magic machine to learn about animals. 

 

5.30  The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  



This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince 
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those  they meet along the way 
emphasizing  educational and environmental themes. 

   

6.00  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

With the help of the eccentric professor Calculus, Tintin, Snowy and Captain Haddock 
embark on a voyage to recover the sunken treasure of the legendary pirate, Red 
Rackham. 
 

6.30  Winx Club (Sr 4 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also 
attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding 
transformations. 

 

okto  SATURDAY 18 MAY 2013 
 

7.00PM      Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 27 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Getting in a little training on their way to the Nimbasa City Gym, Ash and his friends are 
surprised to come across what appears to be a very angry Druddigon. Its Trainer, Emmy, 
soon comes looking for her missing Dragon-type Pokemon. 

 

7.30  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

The Beyblade World Championships have returned to Japan, where everyone is excited 
to watch Gingka battle Kyoya. However, when a restless Masamune challenges Nile, he 
finds that bravado does not always work, as Nile send him down to defeat. 
 

8.00  Artzooka (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / R)  
Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove 
and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can 
create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more. 

 

8.30  ThunderCats (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the 
throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions 
in this sharp new telling. 

 

okto  SATURDAY 18 MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM oktoLIFE: Grizzly River (Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This documentary follows the exploits of a female bear and her 18-month-old cub as they 
compete for food against fiercely possessive male bears during one summer on the 
Alaskan peninsula. 
 

10.00  CENTRESTAGE: Gustav Mahler: Symphony No. 7 (Culture / 2nd Telecast)  
Conducted by Bernard Haitink, the Berliner Philharmoniker plays Gustav Mahler’s 
Symphony No.7 in E minor. 

 
12.00MN        Close 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto SUNDAY 19 MAY 2013 
 

7.00AM           oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Sr 2 / Eps 5 & 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目)  

‘Saved Or Slimed 2!’ is the returning season of the zany children’s game show! It is fun-
filled, educational and definitely wet! The game show challenges the Mental, Physical & 
Social aspects of the participants.  

 
8.00           oktOriginal: My Classmate Dad (Sr 2 / Eps 3 & 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

My Classmate Dad Season 2 brings about a body switch adventure with a whole new 
twist! 

 

9.00 Master Raindrop (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Master Raindrop follows the journey of martial arts novice Raindrop and his friend Shao 
Yen on their quest to save their Master Yun and ultimately their entire peaceful land - from 
the evil General Bu and his army of terracotta warriors.  
 

9.32 Backkom (Eps 25 - 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Backkom the polar bear is selfish and impatient mixed with a dose of bad luck. Not only a 
troublemaker but a trouble finder too! His curiosity drives him to travel around the world, 
learning about us. 
 

10.00  Galaxia (Ep 37 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Black Star and Devil Star fight fiercely with Sun Guardian and Earth who break into the 
camp of Void Goddess. The robot imperial guards take part in the battle. Saturn and Mars 
take charge of them.  

 

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 2 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Join Sendo Aichi, Kai Toshiki and other friends in the exciting card gameknown as 
Cardfight Vanguard! 

 

11.00  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Ben is forced to fight a robot programmed with abilities that perfectly counter Ben's aliens 
in this series debut of Nanomech! 

 

11.30  Kaijudo: Rise Of The Duel Masters (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Master Chavez must replenish the Veil, and to do so he must siphon Mana from one of the 
slumbering Creature Civilization Kings - but the Choten plans to take possession of the 
Mana once Chavez has extracted it. It's up to the kids to stop him. 

 

12.00NN Oscar's Oasis (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Hilarious 3D animated, non-dialogue series in the style of Looney Tunes. Oscar, the lonely 
desert lizard, battles the rigeurs of the desert as well as his un-neighbourly fellow 
inhabitants, from chickens to mischievous meerkats. 

 

okto SUNDAY 19  MAY 2013 
 

12.30PM The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 



Brothers Tony, Marc, Lee, and their sister Megan, return for more undercover spy  
missions for WOOHP - all the while still juggling their daily lives as average 12 year-olds! 

 

1.00  Spirit Warriors (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

Inspired by ancient Chinese myths and legends, the show follows Bo, her sister Jen, and 
fellow schoolmates Vicky, Trix and Martin who discover their destinies as Spirit Warriors. 
 

1.30  Adventurers Masters Of Time (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Four schoolfriends are suddenly whisked back through the ages on a desperate search for 
their missing computer professor by uploading themselves by way of a time continuum 
software! Unfortunately, they haven't made the journey alone. An evil hacker is threatening 
to change world history. 

 
2.00  Artzooka (Eps 23 - 24 / Schoolkids / R) 

Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove 
and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can 
create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more. 

 
3.00  oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Sr 2 / Eps 5 & 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目)  

‘Saved Or Slimed 2!’ is the returning season of the zany children’s game show! It is fun-
filled, educational and definitely wet! The game show challenges the Mental, Physical & 
Social aspects of the participants.  

 
4.00  oktOriginal: My Classmate Dad (Sr 2 / Eps 3 & 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

My Classmate Dad Season 2 brings about a body switch adventure with a whole new 
twist! 

 

5.00  Monkey King (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Animated version of the classic Monkey King tales! 
 

5.30  The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince 
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those  they meet along the way 
emphasizing  educational and environmental themes. 

 

6.00  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

After promising to assist a befuddled archeologist locate the missing tombs of an ancient 
pharaoh, Tintin and Snowy make a dangerous discovery. 

 
6.30 Winx Club (Sr 4 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also 
attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding 
transformations. 

 

okto SUNDAY 19  MAY 2013 
 

7.00PM      Junior MasterChef Australia (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

It’s the first MasterClass of the series and while the top 12 have a well-deserved rest, 10 
kids from our top 50 join us for the first Cook-along Masterclass, in the MasterChef 
Kitchen. 



 
8.00  Artzooka (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / R)  

Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove 
and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can 
create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more. 

 

8.30  ThunderCats (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the 
throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions 
in this sharp new telling. 

 

okto SUNDAY 19 MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM           Upstairs Downstairs (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Drama) (电视剧) 

Sir Hallam finds his diplomatic skills put to the test at home as well as at work. The 
servants are intrigued by a mysterious new addition to the household, while a restless 
Lady Persie is drawn to the thrill of fascist politics. 

 

10.00  FILMART: Juno (Movie) (PG13 - Mature Themes) (艺 术 影 院)  

Faced with an unplanned pregnancy, an offbeat young woman makes an unusual decision 
regarding her unborn child. Starring Ellen Page, Michael Cera, Jennifer Garner, Jason 
Bateman, Alison Janey, JK Simmons and Rainn Wilson. 

 
12.00MN         Close  

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto MONDAY 20  MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM           Tractor Tom (Eps 47 - 48 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 
9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 47 - 48 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 
10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

"Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series.  The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Theme for today is About Zoomba, 
Zimba and Zamba’s hiking trip and the sounds of the letter K. 

 

10.30  Curious George (Sr 6 / Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

The cheeky and loveable George returns in a new season of adventures! 
 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   



A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Peppa Pig (Sr 3 & 4 / Eps 1 - 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Peppa is a loveable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother George, Mummy 
Pig and Daddy Pig! Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out 
and jumping in muddy puddles. Her adventures always end happily. 
 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

"Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series.  The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Theme for today is About Zoomba, 
Zimba and Zamba’s hiking trip and the sounds of the letter K. 

 

okto MONDAY 20  MAY 2013 
 

1.30PM Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they 
introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter. 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: KC: TV Wow! (Ep 26 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This is a programme that captures the imagination as well as providing an educational 
base for kids. 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

This is an action packed series involving 3 girls who involved in some high action 
adventure piqued by either their suspicion of someone or by some factual report that they 
have obtained.   

 

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 



   

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home 
with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome 
obstacles in her way! 

 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

The babies play pretend school in preparation for the real thing.  Bugs must find the 
courage to discover what's making scary noises outside. 

 

okto MONDAY 20  MAY 2013 
 

6.30PM     The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 28 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

The series features the all-new adventures of Skipper, Kowalski, Rico, and Private, four 
penguins who rule the roost at their Central Park Zoo home. 
 

7.00  Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When a spider bite transforms him into Spectacular Spider-Man, Peter Parker's 
newfound superhero status places him at odds with a rogues' gallery of super-
villains. 

 
7.30  Avatar (Season 2 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids)  

A series of short stories, highlighting different characters and their individual adventures in 
the city. Tales of Katara and Toph, Uncle, Sokka, Aang, Zuko, and Momo.  
 

8.00  Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 15 / Schoolkids)  
Fed up with Brady's unusual habit of becoming a sleep ninja at night, Boomer impulsively 
moves out.  But when his new landlord Charlotte turns out to be a former tarantula person 
and transforms Mason into a cold-blooded terminator, Boomer must turn to his brother for 
help. 
 

8.30 Discover Science (Sr 2 / Eps 15 - 16 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Visualize the phenomena between two parabolas by using laser beam. Finally challenge 
to make conversation in 40m distance using two parabollas.  Weigh the air in a classroom. 
Stuff the classroom with inflated plastic bags, then measure their weight. 

 
okto MONDAY 20  MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL NIGHT: Scavengers Of The Savannah (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles)  

(益智节目)  

Over a period of five months, using the latest techniques of marco and aerial photography, 
this documentary follows the life and death of wild beasts to reveal the world of the 
scavengers in the plains of Tanzania and Kenya. 

 
10.00  a-ok: Live From Abbey Road (Sr 5 / Ep 9 / Info-ed) (益智节目)   



English rock bands The Feeling, The Hoosiers, Beady Eye and The Subways, American 
rock band Green Day, and English musical group Massive Attack perform in this episode. 
 

11.00   a-ok: Arts.21 (Ep 90 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This edition of Arts.21 features Munich's renovated and redesigned Lenbachhaus 
museum, and an exhibition of great artists' final works. It also looks back at the beginnings 
and evolution of Berlin's Theatertreffen festival.  
 

11.30   a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 90 / Info-ed) (益智节目)   

In this edition: photographer Iwan Baan, a culinary excursion through Berlin, The Airlettes 
from Hamburg, land sharing in Britain, and luxury watches. 

 
12.00MN         Close 
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okto TUESDAY 21  MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM          Tractor Tom (Eps 49 - 50 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 

9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 49 - 50 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 

10.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

"Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series.  The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Theme for today is about Zamba’s love 
Lizzie and the sounds of the letter L. 

 

10.30  Curious George (Sr 6 / Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

The cheeky and loveable George returns in a new season of adventures! 
 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Peppa Pig (Sr 3 & 4 / Eps 5 - 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Peppa is a loveable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother George, Mummy 
Pig and Daddy Pig! Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out 
and jumping in muddy puddles. Her adventures always end happily. 

 



12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 15 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 
1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

"Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series.  The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Theme for today is about Zamba’s love 
Lizzie and the sounds of the letter L. 

 

okto TUESDAY 21  MAY 2013 
 

1.30PM Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they 
introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter. 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In Art Factory,  you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range 
of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.  

  

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

This is an action packed series involving 3 girls who involved in some high action 
adventure piqued by either their suspicion of someone or by some factual report that they 
have obtained.   

   

4.30 oktOriginal: Record Breakers (Season 2 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

An action-packed reality race that pits kids’ smarts against time and in the process lets 
them uncover little-known and surprising record-breaking facts about Singapore. 

 

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home 
with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome 
obstacles in her way! 

 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 



Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Sylvester eats all of Granny's cookies then makes up a cookie monster to blame.  Faced 
with nothing to do, the babies use a cardboard box and their imaginations to make 
playtime fun. 

 

okto TUESDAY 21  MAY 2013 
 

6.30PM            The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 29 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

The penguin’s worst nightmare has come true. After a sailing trip gone wrong they wind up 
in the Hoboken Zoo. Strangely, the animals are happy, the zoo is a paradise, and life 
couldn’t be better!  

 

7.00  Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When a freak accident at the lab transforms Max Dillon into the super-villain Electro, he 
demands that Dr. Martha Connors find a cure as Spectacular Spider-Man works to stop 
him. 
 

7.30  Avatar (Season 2 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids)  
A series of short stories, highlighting different characters and their individual adventures in 
the city. Tales of Katara and Toph, Uncle, Sokka, Aang, Zuko, and Momo.  

 
8.00  Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 16 / Schoolkids) 

When Mikayla's watchful eye keeps Brady and Boomer from getting into mischief, they 
host an island-wide search to find Mikayla a friend to keep her busy. The Kings soon 
regret the set-up when her new friend's 'beauty over safety' mantra, puts all of their lives in 
danger. 
 

8.30 Junior Bake Off (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

It’s the final heat of Junior Bake Off and the four contestants are battling to win a place in 
the semi-final. Today’s theme is Halloween and the competitors are challenged to impress 
the judges. 

 
okto TUESDAY 21  MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Modern Marvels: Convenience Stores (Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This episode offers a fascinating look at the convenience-store industry in the United 
States and how it operates. Among the chains featured are QuickChek and Wawa, as well 
as several smaller chains and mom-and-pop shops. 
 

10.00 a-ok: Artist In Residence (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

Every week Artist in Residence will bring art to the people by dropping one artist into the 
homes of an average Singaporean/family. Through active discussions and engagements, 
the artist will create a piece of work specifically for the family in their homes. 
 

10.30 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr  6 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Ooboo and Booboo give us the ABCs of keyboards, while top student reporters Shakey 
Sheikh Haikel and Gurmit Singh-a-ling-a-ling keep us up to date with school events. Nigel 



and Shye-Anne offer some amazing arts trivia and more arts events in the Crystal ball. In 
the Ring of Fire teams brush up on their Italian in a jaw dropping opera slam. 

 

11.00  a-ok: Brazil With Michael Palin (Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目) (PG)  

Michael Palin travels by river and plane from Brazil’s northern border with Venezuela to 
the capital of Brasilia. Along the way he visits the indigenous Yanomami tribe and takes a 
look at the remains of Henry Ford's unsuccessful attempt to build a vast rubber plantation 
in the middle of a rainforest.  

 
12.00MN         Close 
 

MediaCorp Pte Lt 
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okto  WEDNESDAY 22  MAY 2013 
                     

9.00AM          Tractor Tom (Eps 51 - 52 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Set on the idyllic Springhill Farm, brave and resourceful Tractor Tom and his human, 
animal and vehicle friends have fun and adventures at both work and play! 

 

9.30            Guess With Jess (Eps 51 - 52 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Follow along with Jess, the curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they 
explore the everyday world around them and learn that finding the answers to their 
questions can be fun! 

 

10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

"Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series.  The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Theme for today is about Different Mood 
Looks and the sounds of the letter M. 

 
10.30  Curious George (Sr 6 / Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

The cheeky and loveable George returns in a new season of adventures! 
 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Peppa Pig (Sr 3 & 4 / Eps 9 - 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Peppa is a loveable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother George, Mummy 
Pig and Daddy Pig! Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out 
and jumping in muddy puddles. Her adventures always end happily. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 



fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

"Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series.  The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Theme for today is about Different Mood 
Looks and the sounds of the letter M. 

 

1.30  Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

okto  WEDNESDAY 22  MAY 2013 
 

2.00PM Chloe's Closet (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they 
introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter. 

  

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In Art Factory,  you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range 
of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.  

  

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

This is an action packed series involving 3 girls who involved in some high action 
adventure piqued by either their suspicion of someone or by some factual report that they 
have obtained.   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

A city boy, Steven has to move out from the comforts of a house in the city and have to 
relocate to their old family house in Pulau Ubin! Challenges and stories unfold as Steven 
learns to readjust and readapt to his new home and environment and discovers the 
pleasures of simple kampong life.  

 

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home 
with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome 
obstacles in her way! 

 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 



 

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

The babies learn the importance of telling time.  Lola learns that she can't be the best at 
every sport. 

 

6.30           The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

The notorious Vesuvius Twins have adopted Skipper and King Julien and brought the 
animal’s home to their luxury apartment. Not to spoil and pamper - but to fight each other 
over shiny baubles!  

 

okto  WEDNESDAY 22  MAY 2013 
 

7.00PM LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / R)  
The four Ninja are snapped out of their post-hero complacency when Lord Garmadon’s 
young son Lloyd shows up and tries to pick up where his father left off.  The Ninja dismiss 
him as a threat, but regret that choice after Lloyd wakes up the evil snake tribe.  

 

7.30  Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Final match at Anglabisitus and Ban defeated The EMPEROR.   
 

8.00  Jessie (Yr 1 / Ep 8 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

Jessie is shunned by Agatha, New York City’s most intimidating nanny and Bertram 
teaches Ravi and Luke the time-honored tradition of wrestling.  

 

8.30 Dick 'N' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in 
the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres. 

 
okto WEDNESDAY 22  MAY 2013 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Penguin Island: The Falklands (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles)  

(益智节目)  

The Falkland Islands, are a haven for penguins. During the summer while they raise their 
young, these penguins brave stormy seas in search of food while fighting for their lives 
against vicious predators. The full power and glory of these penguins is revealed as they 
struggle to survive throughout summer. 

 

10.00   a-ok:Art Reborn! (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目) 

This week, we make music and rock out with industrial waste; drop by the famed Rock 
Garden in Chandigarh; turn the spotlight on Tay Swee Siong’s iLight fantasies; get caught 
up in a tornado of trash and watch how scrap vehicles can transform into stunning works 
of art! 
 

10.30   a-ok: Celebrating Youth (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

For the past year, students across Singapore have been waiting for their time to shine. 
Honing their craft in disciplines ranging from choir and dance to Chinese orchestra, 
hundreds of school teams are celebrating their achievements at the biggest event of the 
school calendar - the Singapore Youth Festival. 

 
11.00  a-ok: Takeshi Art Beat (Eps 11 - 12 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  



Takeshi Kitano visits Mitsuo Ogawa, an expert traditional temple carpenter in Japan. He 
also visits Theo Jansen, a leading Dutch contemporary artist, and encounters an artwork 
that moves amazingly like a living creature!  

 
12.00MN         Close 
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okto  THURSDAY 23 MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM           Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new 
guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song! 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 14 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Theme for today is about nursery 
rhymes and the sounds of the letter N. 
 

10.30  Curious George (Sr 6 / Ep 5 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

The cheeky and loveable George returns in a new season of adventures! 
 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Peppa Pig (Sr 3 & 4 / Eps 13 - 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Peppa is a loveable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother George, Mummy 
Pig and Daddy Pig! Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out 
and jumping in muddy puddles. Her adventures always end happily. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 17 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 14 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Theme for today is about nursery 
rhymes and the sounds of the letter N. 

 

1.30  Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    



The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 
okto  THURSDAY 23  MAY 2013 
 

2.00PM Chloe's Closet (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they 
introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter. 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In Art Factory,  you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range 
of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.  

  

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

This is an action packed series involving 3 girls who involved in some high action 
adventure piqued by either their suspicion of someone or by some factual report that they 
have obtained.   

 

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

A city boy, Steven has to move out from the comforts of a house in the city and have to 
relocate to their old family house in Pulau Ubin! Challenges and stories unfold as Steven 
learns to readjust and readapt to his new home and environment and discovers the 
pleasures of simple kampong life.  

 

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home 
with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome 
obstacles in her way! 
 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Daffy learns a lesson in doing the right thing when he finds a purse filled with money.  An 
attention-starved Sylvester won't let Granny have any time to herself. 

 

okto  THURSDAY 23  MAY 2013 
 

6.30PM          The Penguins Of Madagascar (Season 2 / Ep 31 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  



Private has an arch enemy in the form of Dale the snail. Why does this snail hate Private 
so much? It’s because Private allegedly smashed the little guy, and keeps smashing him 
albeit accidentally.  
 

7.00  LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / R) 
Back in training mode with the looming threat of Lloyd and the Hypnobrai, Zane wanders 
after a Falcon and lands himself in a heap of trouble.  The rest of the Ninja leave the 
training dojo to help him and return to find that the snakes have burned it to the ground.   

 

7.30  Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Ban was guided to Seeker's head office and became a member of it. 
 

8.00  oktOriginal: Make Me! (Ep 1 / Debut / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

Three rule-hating kids download a mysterious smartphone app that can magically 
turn them into anyone they wish! But the more they try to shun the rules in favor of 
fun and unbridled irresponsibility the more they come to realize that there’s more to 
breaking the rules. 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Junior Justice (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

Being considerate it seems doesn’t come naturally to everyone.  Our decisions can affect 
the people around us in unsuspecting ways. On this episode of Junior Justice we look at 
two cases that both have unintended consequences.   

 
okto THURSDAY 23  MAY 2013 
 
9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: True Heroes: Killer Grain / Crash Inferno (Eps 15 & 16 / 

Info-ed) (益智节目)  

A farm worker bravely tries to save a boy who has fallen into a grain hopper and is in 
danger of being buried alive in 20,000 pounds of grain.  A truck crashes on a remote road 
and bursts into flames, trapping the driver inside. His only chance of survival depends on 
the heroic action of a mother of five who risks her own life to save him. 

 

10.00  a-ok: Feasts: India (Ep 1 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

British food writer Stefan Gates immerses himself in some of the most extraordinary feasts 
and festivals on earth.  He travels across India to discover how feasts and celebrations 
divide and bring together the second most populous country in the world.  

 
11.00  a-ok: Globe Trekkers: Ultimate China (Sr 10 / Ep 11 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

From the ancient capital of Xianyang to a moderns shopping heaven in Shenzhen, and 
from the Great Wall to the extraordinary Hakka mud houses in Fujian, this episode shows 
that China is a land of incredible diversity.  

 
12.00MN         Close 
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okto  FRIDAY  24  MAY 2013 
 
9.00AM           Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 



The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new 
guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song! 

 
10.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 15 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Theme for today is about the orange 
Alien and the sounds of the letter O. 
  

10.30  VESAK DAY 2013: Freddie The Frog (Movie)    

Animated movie about the adventures of a prince-turned-frog, who becomes a 
master spy/detective. 

 

12.00NN   Peppa Pig (Sr 3 & 4 / Eps 17 - 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Peppa is a loveable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother George, Mummy 
Pig and Daddy Pig! Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out 
and jumping in muddy puddles. Her adventures always end happily. 

. 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 15 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Theme for today is about the orange 
Alien and the sounds of the letter O. 

 

1.30  Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 27 - 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

2.30  Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they 
introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter. 

 

okto  FRIDAY  24  MAY 2013 
 

3.30PM oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In Art Factory,  you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range 
of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.  

 



4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

This is an action packed series involving 3 girls who involved in some high action 
adventure piqued by either their suspicion of someone or by some factual report that they 
have obtained.   
  

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

A city boy, Steven has to move out from the comforts of a house in the city and have to 
relocate to their old family house in Pulau Ubin! Challenges and stories unfold as Steven 
learns to readjust and readapt to his new home and environment and discovers the 
pleasures of simple kampong life.  

 

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home 
with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome 
obstacles in her way! 

 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr  6 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)  

Ooboo and Booboo give us the ABCs of keyboards, while top student reporters Shakey 
Sheikh Haikel and Gurmit Singh-a-ling-a-ling keep us up to date with school events. Nigel 
and Shye-Anne offer some amazing arts trivia and more arts events in the Crystal ball. In 
the Ring of Fire teams brush up on their Italian in a jaw dropping opera slam. 

 
6.30 okto @ The Movies: Winx Club 3D - Magical Adventure (Movie / Schoolkids) 

The Winx have more magical adventures as they hunt for the Tree of Life, in order to 
resolve the dark secret of Planet Eraklyon, home of Prince Sky. Otherwise, Bloom 
may not be allowed to marry Sky! 

 

8.30  Backyard Science (Sr 3 / Ep 7 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

This is a show that rips science out of the classroom and hurls it into the real world! It’s 
science BY kids FOR kids, and its science as part of THEIR world. 

 
okto  FRIDAY 24  MAY 2013 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: America The Wild: Grand Canyon Safari (Ep 3 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Naturalist and adventurer Casey Anderson goes on a Grand Canyon safari, trekking in the 
Southwest desert of the United States and discovers that there is a lot to be learned from 
the animals’ physical and behavioral adaptations. 
 

10.00 a-ok: DCI Banks (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Drama) (电视剧)  

When DCI Alan Banks receives a disturbing message from his brother Roy, he drops 
everything to find him, just as new recruit DI Helen Morton finds evidence linking Banks to 
the body of a murder victim. 

 



11.00 a-ok: Tess Of The D'Urbervilles (Ep 1 / Debut / Drama) (电视剧)  

On a fine May afternoon, the beautiful and innocent Tess Durbeyfield spies a 
handsome young stranger at a village dance, but he ignores her. Forced by family 
hardship to seek support from her 'relatives' the D'Urbervilles, she falls under the 
spell of her manipulative 'cousin' Alec - with shocking and lasting consequences.  
 

12.00MN        Close 
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okto  SATURDAY 25 MAY 2013 
 

7.00AM           oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Eps 15 & 16 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

Science is mad…fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes 
that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the 
while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'  

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 2 / Eps 5 & 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all 
their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being. 

 

9.00  The Little Prince (Season 2 / Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince 
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way 
emphasizing educational and environmental themes. 
 

9.30  Cartoons (Looney Tunes) (Ep 32 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Goofy! Silly! Wacky! Looney! The hilarious antics of Warner Bros,' classic animated 
characters are back again! Featuring beloved characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, 
Sylvester and Tweety! 

 

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 15 / Ep 32 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

As they’re making plans to head to Opelucid City for Ash’s next Gym battle, our heroes 
learn from Nurse Joy that the Gym is closed! While they’re wondering what to do next, a 
limousine pulls up and a rather imposing man emerges, asking for Cilan. 
 

10.30 The Super Hero Squad Show (Yr 1 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

The Infinity Sword, has been shattered in a battle between Iron man and Dr Doom. But 
Doom doesn't give up easily; he'll leave no stone in turned until he recovered every last 
shard. Iron Man snags the best heroes around to beat Doom at his own game. 

 

11.00  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 3 / Ep 32 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Gingka and the rest of the Legendary Bladers of the four seasons attempt to stop the 
Revival of Nemesis, but when Ryuga will not help, they lose the battle. 
 

11.30  Bakugan: Mechtanium Surge (Sr 4 / Ep 28 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 



Peace appears to have returned to Bakugan City after the Brawlers made short work of 
the invading Mechtogan; however it doesn’t last long. A new foe by the name of Wiseman 
appears and starts wreaking havoc with his crew of Nonet Bakugan. 
 

12.00NN oktOriginal: Make Me! (Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

Three rule-hating kids download a mysterious smartphone app that can magically turn 
them into anyone they wish! But the more they try to shun the rules in favor of fun and 
unbridled irresponsibility the more they come to realize that there’s more to breaking the 
rules. 

 
okto  SATURDAY 25  MAY 2013 
 

12.30PM       oktOriginal: Junior Justice (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)  

Being considerate it seems doesn’t come naturally to everyone.  Our decisions can affect 
the people around us in unsuspecting ways. On this episode of Junior Justice we look at 
two cases that both have unintended consequences.   
 

1.00  Power Rangers R.P.M (Eps 3 - 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

In the shining city of Corinth, an elite force of Rangers must learn to drive and operate an 
arsenal of radically advanced biotech vehicles in order to battle the attacking machine 
army bent on world domination. 

 
2.00  The Adventures Of Merlin (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / R)  

Merlin must reveal that Camelot’s new Queen is a troll before she destroys the kingdom. 
 

3.00  oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Eps 15 & 16 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

Science is mad…fun! Or at least it is when you know how. A series of sixteen episodes 
that inspire homemade scientific experiments that send the imagination racing, all the 
while encouraging kids - and the occasional adult - to ask 'WHY?'  

 

4.00  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 2 / Eps 5 & 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all 
their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being.   

 

5.00 Magic Planet (Eps 51 - 52 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

Educational, animated series where grandpa Arthemus brings his grandchildren around 
the world in his magic machine to learn about animals. 

 

5.30  The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince 
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those  they meet along the way 
emphasizing  educational and environmental themes. 

   

6.00  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Tintin and Snowy pursue a secret society of desperate smugglers from Egypt to India. 
 

6.30  Winx Club (Sr 4 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also 
attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding 
transformations. 



 

okto  SATURDAY 25 MAY 2013 
 

7.00PM      Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 28 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Ash and his friends continue toward Nimbasa City, site of Ash’s next Gym Battle. On the 
way, the gang comes across a confident Trainer named Stephan, who challenges Ash to 
battle his Blitzle. 

 

7.30  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

The long awaited rematch between Gingka and Kyoya has finally arrived and their battle is 
of epic proportions. In the end, their skills are so evenly matched that the two rivals knock 
each other unconscious and both beys stop spinning simultaneously. 
 

8.00  Artzooka (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / R)  
Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove 
and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can 
create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more. 

 

8.30  ThunderCats (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the 
throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions 
in this sharp new telling. 

 

okto  SATURDAY 25 MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM oktoLIFE: Wolverine X (Info-ed) (益智节目)  

The wolverine is perhaps the least known mammal in North America. This documentary 
reveals the fascinating and secretive lives of North American wolverines and includes 
breathtaking footage of both wild and captive wolverines in Montana’s Glacier National 
Park and Alaska. 
 

10.00  CENTRESTAGE: Abbado:  Mahler Symphony No. 9 (Culture / 2nd Telecast)  
Conducted by Claudio Abbado, the Gustav Mahler Youth Orchestra plays the composer’s 
Symphony No. 9 in D major. 

 
12.00MN        Close 
  

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto SUNDAY 26 MAY 2013 
 

7.00AM           oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Sr 2 / Eps 7 & 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目)  

‘Saved Or Slimed 2!’ is the returning season of the zany children’s game show! It is fun-
filled, educational and definitely wet! The game show challenges the Mental, Physical & 
Social aspects of the participants.  

 
8.00           oktOriginal: My Classmate Dad (Sr 2 / Eps 5 & 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 



My Classmate Dad Season 2 brings about a body switch adventure with a whole new 
twist! 

 

9.00 Master Raindrop (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Master Raindrop follows the journey of martial arts novice Raindrop and his friend Shao 
Yen on their quest to save their Master Yun and ultimately their entire peaceful land - from 
the evil General Bu and his army of terracotta warriors.  
 

9.33 Backkom (Eps 31 - 36 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Backkom the polar bear is selfish and impatient mixed with a dose of bad luck. Not only a 
troublemaker but a trouble finder too! His curiosity drives him to travel around the world, 
learning about us. 
 

10.00  Galaxia (Ep 38 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

On Original Volcano of Polaris, Mars and Saturn are escorting Dilo and Yoyo back to the 
sub-spaceship, requiring them to leave as soon as possible. And they return to get Sun 
Guardian and Earth out.  

 

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 2 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Join Sendo Aichi, Kai Toshiki and other friends in the exciting card gameknown as 
Cardfight Vanguard! 

 

11.00  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Ben and company learn exactly how the four mysterious aliens got to Earth. 
 

11.30  Kaijudo: Rise Of The Duel Masters (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

When Ray's memories are stolen by the Choten, the kids travel into the depths of the 
Water Realm to recover them.  With "Reef Prince" Gargle as their guide, all goes as 
planned until they’re charged with stealing a prized artifact. 

 

12.00NN Oscar's Oasis (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Hilarious 3D animated, non-dialogue series in the style of Looney Tunes. Oscar, the lonely 
desert lizard, battles the rigeurs of the desert as well as his un-neighbourly fellow 
inhabitants, from chickens to mischievous meerkats. 
 

okto SUNDAY 26  MAY 2013 
 

12.30PM The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Brothers Tony, Marc, Lee, and their sister Megan, return for more undercover spy  
missions for WOOHP - all the while still juggling their daily lives as average 12 year-olds! 

 

1.00  Spirit Warriors (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

Inspired by ancient Chinese myths and legends, the show follows Bo, her sister Jen, and 
fellow schoolmates Vicky, Trix and Martin who discover their destinies as Spirit Warriors. 
 

1.30  Adventurers Masters Of Time (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Four schoolfriends are suddenly whisked back through the ages on a desperate search for 
their missing computer professor by uploading themselves by way of a time continuum 
software! Unfortunately, they haven't made the journey alone. An evil hacker is threatening 
to change world history. 

 
2.00  Artzooka (Eps 25 - 26 / Schoolkids / R) 



Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove 
and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can 
create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more. 

 
3.00  oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Sr 2 / Eps 7 & 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目)  

‘Saved Or Slimed 2!’ is the returning season of the zany children’s game show! It is fun-
filled, educational and definitely wet! The game show challenges the Mental, Physical & 
Social aspects of the participants.  

 
4.00  oktOriginal: My Classmate Dad (Sr 2 / Eps 5 & 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

My Classmate Dad Season 2 brings about a body switch adventure with a whole new 
twist! 

 

5.00  Monkey King (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Animated version of the classic Monkey King tales! 
 

5.30  The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince 
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those  they meet along the way 
emphasizing  educational and environmental themes. 

 

6.00  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Tintin and snowy travel to Hong Kong where they join forces with a society dedicated to 
eliminate smuggling. 

 
6.30 Winx Club (Sr 4 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also 
attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding 
transformations. 

 

okto SUNDAY 26  MAY 2013 
 

7.00PM      Junior MasterChef Australia (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

This week is the first elimination, four kids will be leaving the MasterChef Kitchen. There 
are three more challenges for the kids to get some points up on the board. After the third 
challenge, the eight kids with the lowest overall points will battle it out in an elimination 
challenge.  

 
8.00  Artzooka (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / R)  

Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove 
and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can 
create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more. 

 

8.30  ThunderCats (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the 
throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions 
in this sharp new telling. 



 
okto SUNDAY 26 MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM           Upstairs Downstairs (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Drama) (电视剧)  

Sir Hallam finds himself at the centre of a national crisis. Meanwhile, storm clouds are 
gathering within 165 Eaton Place, with Lady Agnes's growing fear over the imminent 
arrival of her baby, and the servants' concern for Lotte, who refuses to speak. But, as the 
King finally abdicates, Hallam makes a discovery that will change his life forever.  

 

10.00  FILMART: Tom Sawyer (Movie) (German Movie With English Subtitles) (艺 术 影 院)  

This is the latest adaptation of the Mark Twain classic version, about the naive and 
romantic life of Tom Sawyer, led by a group of children.  

 
12.00MN         Close  
 
 

 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto MONDAY 27  MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM           Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new 
guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song! 

 

10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 16 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letters P & R.  
 

10.30  Curious George (Sr 6 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

The cheeky and loveable George returns in a new season of adventures! 
 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 29 - 30 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Peppa Pig (Sr 3 & 4 / Eps 21 - 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Peppa is a loveable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother George, Mummy 
Pig and Daddy Pig! Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out 
and jumping in muddy puddles. Her adventures always end happily. 
 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 19 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 



Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 16 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letters P & R.  
 

1.30  Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 29 - 30 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

okto MONDAY 27  MAY 2013 
 

2.30PM Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)  

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they 
introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter. 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In Art Factory,  you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range 
of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes. 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

This is an action packed series involving 3 girls who involved in some high action 
adventure piqued by either their suspicion of someone or by some factual report that they 
have obtained.   

 

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

A city boy, Steven has to move out from the comforts of a house in the city and have to 
relocate to their old family house in Pulau Ubin! Challenges and stories unfold as Steven 
learns to readjust and readapt to his new home and environment and discovers the 
pleasures of simple kampong life.  

   

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 



Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home 
with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome 
obstacles in her way! 

 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Sylvester and Taz team up to win a toy racecar derby.  Daffy "reads" the babies a scary 
story, only to end up frightening himself. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

okto MONDAY 27  MAY 2013 
 

6.30PM     What's New Scooby-Doo? (Season 1 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Animated series which follows the exploits of Scooby, shaggy, Fred, Velma and 
Daphne, a teenage gang who travel around the world solving mysteries and 
narrowly escaping from monsters and ghouls! 
 

7.00  Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When. Dr. Curt Connors’ attempt to regenerate a new arm accidentally transforms him into 
the Lizard, Peter, Martha, Eddie, and Gwen search for a cure as Spectacular Spider-Man 
tries to end his criminal rampage. 

 
7.30  Avatar (Season 2 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids)  

A series of short stories, highlighting different characters and their individual adventures in 
the city. Tales of Katara and Toph, Uncle, Sokka, Aang, Zuko, and Momo.  
 

8.00  Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids)  
Brady and Boomer must endure a King Challenge that tests their smarts, strength and 
spirits. When Mikayla realizes the boys won't pass the challenge, she agrees to help them, 



but the plan goes horribly wrong, when Mikayla and Lanny are transformed into Boomer 
and Brady. 
 

8.30 Discover Science (Sr 2 / Eps 17 - 18 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Visualize the phenomena between two parabolas by using laser beam. Finally challenge 
to make conversation in 40m distance using two parabollas.  Weigh the air in a classroom. 
Stuff the classroom with inflated plastic bags, then measure their weight. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
okto MONDAY 27  MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL NIGHT: Ice Bear (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

This documentary depicts the life-or-death struggle of a young polar bear forced to spend 
a long summer on land on the banks of Canada’s Hudson Bay. 

 
10.00  a-ok: Live From Abbey Road (Sr 5 / Ep 10 / Info-ed) (益智节目)   

American rock bands Hockey and The Red Hot Chilli Peppers, and English bands The 
Mars Volta, Hard-Fi, The Zutons, Starsailor, White Lies, and The Good, The Bad & The 
Queen perform in this episode. 
 

11.00   a-ok: Arts.21 (Ep 91 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This edition of Arts.21 features Berlin's renowned Theatre Festival and Munich’s prize-
winning conductor Mariss Jansons. It also shows how seniors of the future may be living 
and presents artworks from Arab women.  

 
11.30   a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 91 / Info-ed) (益智节目)   



Topics include the Eurovision Song Contest, vegan chef Attila Hidmann, and chair 
designer Thomas Feichtner. 

 
12.00MN         Close 
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okto TUESDAY 28  MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM          Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new 
guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song! 

 

10.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 17 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letters S & T. 

 

10.30  Curious George (Sr 6 / Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

The cheeky and loveable George returns in a new season of adventures! 
 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 31 - 32 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Peppa Pig (Sr 3 & 4 / Eps 25 - 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Peppa is a loveable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother George, Mummy 
Pig and Daddy Pig! Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out 
and jumping in muddy puddles. Her adventures always end happily. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 
1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 17 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letters S & T. 

 
1.30  Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 31 - 32 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 
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okto TUESDAY 28  MAY 2013 
 

2.30PM Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they 
introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter. 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In Art Factory,  you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range 
of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.  

  

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

This is an action packed series involving 3 girls who involved in some high action 
adventure piqued by either their suspicion of someone or by some factual report that they 
have obtained.   

   

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

A city boy, Steven has to move out from the comforts of a house in the city and have to 
relocate to their old family house in Pulau Ubin! Challenges and stories unfold as Steven 
learns to readjust and readapt to his new home and environment and discovers the 
pleasures of simple kampong life.  

 

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home 
with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome 
obstacles in her way! 

 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Tweety takes a role in a play too seriously and begins to believe he's a real superhero.  
The kids take turns jumping over a puddle, but Sylvester is afraid of the water. 

 

6.30            What's New Scooby-Doo? (Season 1 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

An alien that grows taller tries to keep the Space Shuttle from launching. 
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okto TUESDAY 28  MAY 2013 
 

7.00PM Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Under orders from Kingpin, Hammerhead hires Montana to steal a high tech suit and, as 
the Shocker, destroy Spectacular Spider-Man. 
 

7.30  Avatar (Season 2 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids)  
A series of short stories, highlighting different characters and their individual adventures in 
the city. Tales of Katara and Toph, Uncle, Sokka, Aang, Zuko, and Momo.  

 
8.00  Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids) 

When Mikayla's ex-boyfriend Lucas, a sea raider who broke her heart, refuses to 
participate in the official Kinkowian Dumping Ritual, the kings track him down and discover 
that Lucas looks just like Boomer.   

 

8.30 Junior Bake Off (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

In the first semi-final of the series presented by Aaron Craze the competition gets much 
tougher as Saffron, Joe, Kieran and Cameron show-off their bread and pastry making 
skills.  
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okto TUESDAY 28  MAY 2013 
 

9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Modern Marvels: Food Trucks (Info-ed) (益智节目)  

From their humble beginnings as chuck wagons and hot dog carts, food trucks  
have blossomed into elaborate and convenient eateries throughout the United States. 
They are changing the way the Americans eat. 

 
10.00 a-ok: Watch This Space (Season 1 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

WATCH THIS SPACE is a fast-paced, arts documentary series that celebrates Public Art 
in Singapore a novel and refreshing way – by setting two artists a mission in each episode: 
to create engaging site-specific Public Art for a public space in Singapore.  
 

10.30 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr  6 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This week, Ooboo and Booboo dig up dirt on Sand Sculptures, in Everyday Art, 
Handyman Haikel and Artist Gurmit create a mini theatre complete with sock puppets. 
Nigel and Shye-Anne shock you with trivia knowledge. Madam Crystal, Vernetta, and 
Baby Crystal, Jessica prepare a feast on the latest arts events in The Crystal Ball. And in 
the Ring of Fire the teams snip away in the silhouette cutting challenge. 
 

11.00  a-ok: Brazil With Michael Palin (Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目)   

Michael Palin travels to the mineral-rich state of Minas Gerais, where he visits an old gold 
mine and a vast opencast iron ore mine that is fuelling Brazil's economic miracle. 
 

12.00MN         Close 
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okto  WEDNESDAY 29  MAY 2013 
                     

9.00AM          Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 5 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new 
guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song! 

 

10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 18 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter Q and U.  

 
10.30  Curious George (Sr 6 / Ep 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

The cheeky and loveable George returns in a new season of adventures! 
 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 33 - 34 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Peppa Pig (Sr 3 & 4 / Eps 29 - 32 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Peppa is a loveable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother George, Mummy 
Pig and Daddy Pig! Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out 
and jumping in muddy puddles. Her adventures always end happily. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 21 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 18 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter Q and U. 

 

1.30  Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 17 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 33 - 34 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 
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okto  WEDNESDAY 29  MAY 2013 
 

2.30PM Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they 
introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter. 

  

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In Art Factory,  you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range 
of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.  

  

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

This is an action packed series involving 3 girls who involved in some high action 
adventure piqued by either their suspicion of someone or by some factual report that they 
have obtained.   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

A city boy, Steven has to move out from the comforts of a house in the city and have to 
relocate to their old family house in Pulau Ubin! Challenges and stories unfold as Steven 
learns to readjust and readapt to his new home and environment and discovers the 
pleasures of simple kampong life.  

 

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home 
with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome 
obstacles in her way! 

 

5.30  Brian Jacques' Redwall (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Lola wants everyone to be more like her...until they all start acting exactly like her.  The 
babies compete to see who can create the best Mother's Day card. 

 

6.30           My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic (Season 3 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

A magical empire has suddenly appeared in the arctic north of Equestria and Princess 
Celestia needs Twilight and her friends to find a way to protect it. 
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okto  WEDNESDAY 29  MAY 2013 
 

7.00PM LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / R)  
Lloyd, having been kicked out of the Hynobrai snake tribe unlocks a second tribe – The 
Fangpyres – to help him regain control.  The Ninja are busy setting up their new HQ that 
Zane discovered, but are called to duty when the Fangpyres attack the village where Jay’s 
family lives. 
  

7.30  Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Infiltrated to the Kaido House. Ban versus Jin.Van was totally defeated by GEKKO-MARU. 
 

8.00  Jessie (Yr 1 / Ep 9 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

Jessie believes Connie, a math tutor she finds for Luke, will be the perfect scholarly 
influence. To Jessie’s dismay, Connie turns out to be a lovelorn teen fascinated with Luke. 
Meanwhile, Ravi is convinced he can predict the future with his Mystery Ball. 

 

8.30 Dick 'N' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in 
the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres. 
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okto WEDNESDAY 29  MAY 2013 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Buffalo Warrior (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles)  

A former professional hunter in South Africa interacts with wild cape buffalos, wins the 
trust of these notoriously aggressive animals, and tries to save them from a fatal disease 
known as bovine tuberculosis. 

 

10.00   a-ok:Art Reborn! (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Whet your appetites as we take a bite of Koshi Kawachi’s quirky snack food statues; dive 
into Lin Han Bing’s fishbone landscapes; sneak a peek at Chen Forng Shean’s intricate 
miniatures in Taiwan and become enthralled by Iori Tomita’s whimsically weird skeletal 
fish! 
 

10.30   a-ok: Celebrating Youth (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

For the past year, students across Singapore have been waiting for their time to shine. 
Honing their craft in disciplines ranging from choir and dance to Chinese orchestra, 
hundreds of school teams are celebrating their achievements at the biggest event of the 
school calendar - the Singapore Youth Festival. 

 
11.00  a-ok: Auction (Eps 1 - 2 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目)   

This series explores some of the most intriguing and pricey pieces to pass through  
the world's leading auction houses. Featured in the first episode are a masterpiece 
by British landscape painter J.M.W. Tuner and a selection of paintings by Polish 
artist Tamara de Lempicka. 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  THURSDAY 30 MAY 2013 
 

9.00AM           Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new 
guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song! 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 19 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
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“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter V & W.  
 

10.30  Curious George (Sr 6 / Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

The cheeky and loveable George returns in a new season of adventures! 
 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 35 - 36 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Peppa Pig (Sr 3 & 4 / Eps 33 - 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Peppa is a loveable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother George, Mummy 
Pig and Daddy Pig! Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out 
and jumping in muddy puddles. Her adventures always end happily. 

 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 19 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter V & W.  

 

1.30  Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 35 - 36 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

 
okto  THURSDAY 30  MAY 2013 
 

2.30PM Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they 
introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter. 
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3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In Art Factory,  you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range 
of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.  

  

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

This is an action packed series involving 3 girls who involved in some high action 
adventure piqued by either their suspicion of someone or by some factual report that they 
have obtained.   

 

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

A city boy, Steven has to move out from the comforts of a house in the city and have to 
relocate to their old family house in Pulau Ubin! Challenges and stories unfold as Steven 
learns to readjust and readapt to his new home and environment and discovers the 
pleasures of simple kampong life.  

 

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home 
with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome 
obstacles in her way! 
 

5.30  Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Lola wants everyone to be more like her...until they all start acting exactly like her.  The 
babies compete to see who can create the best Mother's Day card. 
 

 

okto  THURSDAY 30  MAY 2013 
 

6.30PM          My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic (Season 3 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

While her friends try to keep the Crystal Ponies occupied at the Crystal Faire, Twilight 
searches for the hidden Crystal Heart that is the key to keeping their empire safe from  
harm. 

 
7.00  LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / R) 

After the Fangpyres join forces with the Hypnobrai, Lloyd awakens Pythor – the last 
remaining snake of the Anacondrai tribe.  Pythor lures Lloyd under his spell and steals a 
map from him that will show him where the remaining two snakes tribes dwell and Uncle 
Sensei saves Lloyd from doom. 

 

7.30  Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Exciting new Japanese series featuring little robots fighting in reinforced cardboard battle 
fields! 
 

8.00  oktOriginal: Make Me! (Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)  

Jordan and Annie have had enough with their parents’ controlling ways, so they use the 
app to wish their parents into their teenage selves in the hopes of getting a little more 
understanding. 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: The Badge (Ep 1 / Debut / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  
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The Badge is a science show that combines passion and compassion, showcasing 
kids in the field of invention and innovation. Each episode will feature a team of 
young inventors, who work to conceptualise and build an invention to solve real-life 
problems of different profiles. 
 

okto THURSDAY 30  MAY 2013 
 
9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: True Heroes: Buried Alive / Suicide Shootout (Eps 17 & 18 / Info-ed)  

(益智节目)  

Two miles belowground, a caver is buried by an unexpected rockfall. His life depends on a 
daring rescue by a friend and fellow caver.   

 
10.00  a-ok: Feasts: Japan (Ep 2 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

Stefan Gates experiences the Baby Sumo festival, where parents compete to get their 
children to cry first, to give them good luck for the rest of their lives.  He then joins the 
weird Hadaki Matsuri festival, where 10,000 normally respected men go on a drunken 
rampage through the street in an attempt to banish bad luck. 
 

11.00  a-ok: Globe Trekkers: Ultimate Mexico (Sr 10 / Ep 12 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Ian Wright and Justine Shapiro trek into the mountains and the jungles in search of 
Mexico’s history. Zay Harding sweats it out with the Tarahumara Indians in the spectacular 
Copper Canyon and rafts the jungle whitewater of Veracruz. 

 
12.00MN         Close 

 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  FRIDAY  31  MAY 2013 
 
9.00AM           Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new 
guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song! 

 
10.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 20 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter X, Y and Z.  
  

10.30  Curious George (Sr 6 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)    

The cheeky and loveable George returns in a new season of adventures! 
 

11.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 37 - 38 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 

11.30  Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

12.00NN   Peppa Pig (Sr 3 & 4 / Eps 37 - 40 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
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Peppa is a loveable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother George, Mummy 
Pig and Daddy Pig! Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out 
and jumping in muddy puddles. Her adventures always end happily. 

. 

12.30PM         Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 23 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and 
stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and 
fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is 
always in! 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Zoom Zim Zam (Sr 2 / Ep 20 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

“Zoom Zim Zam” is a, phonics based educational pre-school series. The series features 
Zoomba, Zimba and Zamba literacy superheroes. Today Zoomba Zimba and Zamba learn 
about the sounds of letter X, Y and Z.  

 

1.30  Jungle Junction (Yr 1 / Ep 19 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)    

The inhabitants of Jungle Junction are vibrant and friendly, and each is a different 
animal/vehicle. Among them: Zooter, a pink pig scooter, the jungle messenger; Elly - an 
Ellyvan, a cross between an elephant and a van. 

 

2.00  Chloe's Closet (Eps 37 - 38 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

"Chloe’s Closet" follows the fun-filled adventures of an adorable, imaginative little girl 
named Chloe who discovers magical new worlds while playing dress-up in her closet. 

 
 

 
okto  FRIDAY  31  MAY 2013 
 

2.30PM Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)   

A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off 
each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by 
Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot. 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they 
introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter. 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目) 

In Art Factory,  you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range 
of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.  

 

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

In this series, the girls help unravel a string of unusual mysteries, with the help of their hip 
and cool Sec One tuition teacher, Ice Tay!  Join the girls as they outsmart thieves, 
discover the truth behind a murder and even escape from the jaws of death.     
  

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  

A city boy, Steven has to move out from the comforts of a house in the city and have to 
relocate to their old family house in Pulau Ubin! Challenges and stories unfold as Steven 
learns to readjust and readapt to his new home and environment and discovers the 
pleasures of simple kampong life.  

 

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 
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Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home 
with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome 
obstacles in her way! 

 

5.30  Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest 
animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off 
abductors. 

 

6.00  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr  6 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)  

This week, Ooboo and Booboo dig up dirt on Sand Sculptures, in Everyday Art, 
Handyman Haikel and Artist Gurmit create a mini theatre complete with sock puppets. 
Nigel and Shye-Anne shock you with trivia knowledge. Madam Crystal, Vernetta, and 
Baby Crystal, Jessica prepare a feast on the latest arts events in The Crystal Ball. And in 
the Ring of Fire the teams snip away in the silhouette cutting challenge. 

 
6.30  okto @ The Movies: Zathura: A Space Adventure (Movie / Schoolkids) 

In this heart racing sci-fi adventure, 2 squabbling brothers were propelled into 
deepest, darkest space while playing a mysterious game they discovered at the 
basement of their house. 

 

8.30  Backyard Science (Sr 3 / Ep 8 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

This is a show that rips science out of the classroom and hurls it into the real world! It’s 
science BY kids FOR kids, and its science as part of THEIR world. 

 

okto  FRIDAY 31  MAY 2013 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: America The Wild: Yellowstone Scavengers (Ep 4 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Naturalist and adventurer Casey Anderson sets up a carcass stakeout in Yellow National 
Park to discover what happens to all the wildlife there after death. Since turkey vultures 
can smell a carcass up to 12 miles away, Casey uses them to help him find animal 
carcasses to observe how they are devoured and by which ravenous creature. 

 
10.00 a-ok: DCI Banks (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Drama) (电视剧)  

Banks is tempted by an offer from Pamela Jeffries, as he becomes increasingly obsessed 
with understanding Keith Rothwell, just as Helen finds herself in danger as she closes in 
on Rothwell’s killer. 
 

11.00 a-ok: Tess Of The D'Urbervilles (Ep 2 / Drama) (电视剧)  

Tess has returned home in shame after being seduced by her 'cousin'. Her baby, whom 
she christens Sorrow, is a sickly child but Tess finds work on a dairy farm where she 
meets the handsome Angel Clare again. Can he offer her the love and deliverance she 
craves?  
 

12.00MN        Close 
  


